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shopping for an aircraft.
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dropping and offerings are expanding.
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Expect challenges, as some banks have 
stopped making aircraft loans while 
others are becoming more selective.
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What this issue offers, and how it can help you.

!"#$% 20th Anniversary: A Special Section
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Here are some of the key changes we’ve witnessed in the private aviation
field since !"#(<$?93(A"<4*&;*3?5
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A look at some of the biggest advances in business aircraft design and technology since 2003.
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Your latest ratings of aircraft manufacturers and service providers, plus
the jets, turboprops, and helicopters you’d like to own, and more.
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Survey results from one of our sister publications show which 
airport facilities offer the best services and amenities.
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Shopping for an airplane or helicopter? Start by reading the key facts about the
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Key data about all popular models of jets, turboprops, and rotorcraft.
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travel to business aviation or are thinking about adding a fifth jet 
to your personal fleet, the magazine you’re holding can help. It 
includes information on the latest offerings from service provid?

+-3#@!"#$%&'), expert advice for aircraft buyers (!"#$%(), an update on financing (!"#$%
))), and a directory (!"#$%*+) of all popular models of jets, turboprops, and rotor?
craft. (Go to BJTonline.com for an interactive version of this directory that offers 
additional details.) In addition, we’ve included a guide to major aircraft manufac?
,0-+-3#@!"#$%*,) and a report on airport service providers, or FBOs (!"#$%'+A
(*63#.+<-#63#!"#$%&##'(&)'*+,-&.&+’s 20th anniversary and, to mark the occasion, the 

magazine also features two special reports on how bizav has changed since we began 

publishing. One looks at how offerings from service providers have evolved (!"#$%--A#

3678+#BCCDE#,*+#/,*+-#8/F+-3#<GF<78+9+7,3#67#<6-8-<>,#,+8*7/;/5.#<7G#G+3657#@!"#$%)+).

Make sure you’re signed up (at bjtonline.com/subscribe) to receive !(*'/,012$%)#, our 

free twice-weekly newsletter. It is the best way to ensure you’re among the first to see 

all our latest content and videos, including interviews with notable business jet travelers, 

aircraft reviews, news about flight providers and their programs, and more.

Thank you to the nearly 1,300 readers who participated in our 13th annual Readers’ 

H*/68+#I0-F+.#@!"#$%-(). Your feedback about how and why you fly privately and what you 

,*67J#/>#F<-6/03#3+-F68+#:-/F6G+-3#<7G#<6-8-<>,#=6;;#4+#67F<;0<4;+#,/#./0-#>+;;/=#,-<F+;+-3#

and will surely be noticed by the bizav companies you patronize. !(*13#5/<;#*<3#<;=<.3#
been to provide you with unbiased, insightful information to help maximize your in?

vestment in business aviation, and we look forward to doing so for many years to come.

We also look forward to hearing from you! Please connect with me on LinkedIn or X 

(aka Twitter) at @LeachEnglish, or contact me directly at jenglish@bjtoline.com.
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!"#$%&'($)*+ covers FBOs as well as sustainable aviation initiatives for ,-. 5.5',*$>)+V
lication Aviation International News?$H(,*,$(,$.5$&$5,-.6*$,E.'6*O$J-$KQL`?$(,$H6-$&-$
Aerospace Media Award for Best Business Aviation submission.
/0#1%2"3)#%has reviewed aircraft for us since 2005 and has been recognized with 10 
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Society of Business Publication Editors’ Azbee Awards.
Jeff Wieand has written for ,-. about taxes, laws, and finance since our very first isV
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Search and a member of the National Business Aviation Association’s Tax Committee. 
James Wynbrandt covers preowned aircraft and lift providers for ,-. &-E$(&5$H6-$
16 editorial prizes, including the National Business Aviation Association’s Gold Wing 
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@>,1.&4$'(&-;5$'6 ,-.’s production manager, Martha Jercinovich, without whose attention to detail 
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designer, whose beautiful work is seen on the cover and throughout this issue.
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shopping for an aircraft.

by Jeff Wieand

!" >)-#?4"@'4)(6"."A*&
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you fly a lot, you may be tempted to buy your own aircraft, 

but if you don’t figure out in advance how much that will cost, 

you may discover that it is more than you can afford. A heavy 

7*&";.(";$+&"GHI"-)??)$("$%"-$%*" &$".;=')%*E"0'&" &3.&5+" 7'+&"

the start. Other expenses include flight crew, scheduled and 

'(+;3*1'?*1"-.)(&*(.(;*E")(+'%.(;*E"3.(6.%E".(1",'*?E".??"$,"

which can easily come to $3 million a year even if you fly only 

JII"3$'%+"#*%".(('-8

C"#%$,*++)$(.??4"#%*#.%*1".(('.?"0'16*&"&3.&"*+&)-.&*+".??"

*:#*(+*+"K)(;?'1)(6"1*#%*;).&)$(".(1"$##$%&'()&4";$+&L";.("

3*?#"4$'".<$)1"'(2*?;$-*"+'%#%)+*+8"9.<*")&")("3.(1"2*??"0*B

,$%*"4$'"#'%;3.+*"&3*".)%;%.,&8

!,";$'%+*E"-.(4"7*&"0'4*%+".%*"2*.?&34"*($'63"&$"0*"'(&%$'0?*1"

by seven- or eight-figure expenses. Nevertheless, there is a big 

difference between what you can afford and what makes economB

ic sense. Owning and operating a $30 million jet to fly 50 hours 

."4*.%")+"?)/*"0'4)(6"."MIB%$$-"-.(+)$("&$"?)<*")("04"4$'%+*?,8"! ;$(+*='*(;*+8 continues on page 12 
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It’s difficult to justify buying a jet if you 

have less than 200 hours of annual usage, and the more hours 

you fly beyond that, the better. If your usage is less, you’d be 

better off purchasing a fractional share in a program like Net!

Jets’, chartering an aircraft when needed, or even sharing one 

with someone else.

!" Thinking Charter Can Pay for a Jet
A persistent myth is that a business jet can pay for itself if you 

charter it out. Here again, obtaining an independent budget that 

includes charter expenses and revenue prior to buying the air!

craft is critical. For charter revenue to cover all your costs, the 

jet itself must be relatively inexpensive to purchase and maintain 

and must be flown a great deal, which of course will rapidly re!

duce its value as it accumulates hours and cycles. In fact, it may 

have to be flown so much for charter that there will be no time 

for you to use it. Even then, it is difficult to make the math work.

The best way to think about charter profits is that they can 

help defray some fixed expenses of owning the jet, like crew 

salaries and hangar rent.

#" Buying a Jet for Tax Write-offs
Bonus depreciation for federal tax purposes has proved to be 

a major incentive for purchasing business jets. The ability to 

write off 100 percent of the purchase price, which is still possi!

ble in 2023, has caused many people for whom aircraft owner!

ship makes little sense to consider it. This includes people who 

are anticipating a major income event and want to purchase 

the jet so they can write off the price to reduce or eliminate the 

associated income tax.

For buyers who can use a jet for transportation in an estab!

lished business, that may be fine. On the other hand, if they 

need to create a business, it may not be. A typical proposal is 

to use the aircraft in a charter business, which as we have just 

noted, will almost certainly not come close to covering its costs. 

Further, the losses (including depreciation) generated by the 

charter business will likely be passive and usable only to offset 

passive income.

Finally, the recapture of tax benefits is often totally ignored 

in the planning. Say you buy a $10 million aircraft in 2023 and 

write off 100 percent of the purchase price. If you sell the jet 

in 2028 for $7 million, you will have an income tax bill for that 

amount in that year.

$" Buying the Wrong Jet
Business jet options range from single-pilot aircraft with a few 

passenger seats like the HondaJet Elite to modified airliners like 

a Boeing Business Jet outfitted like a condo in the sky. Even if 

your missions vary in terms of range and number of passengers, 

there is likely a jet model that makes sense for you, assuming 

you can afford it. Nevertheless, many people buy more or less 

aircraft than they need. Do you really require a Bombardier 

Global 6500 if 90 percent of your missions carry only one or 

two passengers? Is a Gulfstream G280 right for you if most of 

your flights are from Denver to Europe?

%" Failing to Complete Adequate Due Diligence
One fallout from the pandemic and the desire to qualify for 

bonus depreciation at the right time has been the decline of 

adequate prepurchase due diligence. Sellers have been able to 

talk shoppers into purchasing business jets that have been in 

service for years with little or no prebuy inspection. Longer 

waiting times for service centers to begin prepurchase inspec!

tions have only exacerbated the situation.

No one should commit to buying a preowned aircraft without 

an in-person review by technical experts of both the aircraft 

and its records. The buyer or a trusted representative should 

also view the aircraft inside and out and preferably take a demo 

flight. Such due diligence can uncover discrepancies that cost 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to repair and in some cases 

can cause a buyer not to want to acquire the aircraft. Even a 

factory-new jet should be carefully reviewed for damage his!

tory, production discrepancies, and other issues.

&" Failing to Retain Knowledgeable
Independent Advisors

As the foregoing mistakes should suggest, obtaining profes!

sional and independent advice when buying a business jet is 

crucial. Buyers who fail to do this run significant economic 

risks, but they also risk simply doing the wrong thing. This 

applies not only to purchasing the aircraft but to structuring 

its ownership and operation, including with regard to tax plan!

ning. Many jet buyers make the mistake of using their regular 

business attorneys for the transaction instead of hiring aviation 

counsel that are familiar with FAA regulations and the special 

legal and tax issues that pertain to aircraft. BJT

 continued from page 8
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!
usiness aviation flight activity is a few points 
off the red-hot readings seen at the end of 
last summer, and the decreased demand has 
brought lower prices and program enhance-

ments to the now more competitive market. The past year 
has also toted casualties, as several providers have shut or 
scaled back operations, leaving some customers grounded. 
Here’s a look at some of the changes we’ve witnessed.

!"#$%&$'(!#$)'(#*)(+&,-&$."/0(122&..

Travelers in the U.S., Europe, the Middle East, and Africa with 

flexible schedules who fly 25 to 49 hours per year can take ad-

vantage of VistaJet’s new VJ25 program, providing guaranteed 

on-demand access to the Vista fleet of more than 360 aircraft 

worldwide, including the flagship ultra-long-range Bombar-

dier Global 7500. The three-year subscription provides type-

specific fixed hourly rates 325 days per year, and dynamic 

rates on 40 high-demand days. Customers can interchange 

among the models in the fleet. Dubai, U.A.E.–based parent 

company Vista Global also overhauled XO, its U.S. on-demand 

mobile app-based brokerage, replacing fixed-rate Signature 

and Select membership options with the dynamically priced 

XO membership, while top-tier Elite Access members will 

retain their fixed-rate access as the company develops an 

updated offering.

Wheels Up Experience downscaled its national footprint, cre-

ating two primary service areas: east of the Mississippi River 

and parts of Texas; and the Western region. And, in anticipa-

tion of reduced operating costs, the company lowered prices 

“across virtually all cabin classes.” Eighty percent of custom-

ers are based within the two regions, according to Wheels Up, 

and access outside these areas will be dynamically priced and 

brokered through the company’s Air Partner subsidiary. In the 

Eastern region, newly introduced UP King Air 50, 100, and 200 

cards provide guaranteed access at fixed rates to Wheels Up’s 

Beechcraft King Air fleet. Meanwhile, the New York-based 

company’s market cap declined from $2.8 billion in 2021 to 

about $30 million as of early July; founder and CEO Kenny 

Dichter stepped down in May.

Boston’s Magellan Jets lowered hourly rates across all jet card 

and membership programs, and reduced initiation and renewal 

dues on the latter. Europe-bound clients can use the jet card 

for dynamically priced rates on transatlantic flights, and fixed 

rates within the Continent. The brokerage also reintroduced 

its entry-level Light Jet Card, added Wi-Fi connectivity for its 

Embraer Phenom 300 Jet Card, and opened a private terminal 

at its home airport in Bedford, Massachusetts.

3"#%4.(5&6(7$8,(
9:/;"%(<$8=/)&$.
With demand slightly down and business aircraft providers 
facing challenges, prices are dropping and offerings are expanding.

8$!9:7%'!;$38&:3+<

Wheels Up
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flyExclusive’s new Platinum Jet Club offers fixed-price access 

to light, midsize, and super-midsize jets, with hourly and daily 

rates set for 12 months. Unlike its standard Jet Club member-

ship, which offers the same rates, Platinum has no peak days 

or monthly fees. Daily usage rates start at $8,000 on a light jet 

including a Cessna Citation CJ3 or Citation Encore, and $4,170 

per hour flown.

Atlanta-based HondaJet fleet operator Volato introduced fixed 

pricing on key routes, including Los Angeles to Las Vegas for 

$6,000, and New York to Miami for $12,000, for up to four pas-

sengers. Its upgraded online booking app now provides instant 

pricing information on its floating fleet, with availability con-

firmed after the customer’s quote signoff; Plans call for adding 

instant availability information to the app, as well.

On-demand charter provider FXAir, a Directional Aviation sub-

sidiary, expanded its previously all dynamically priced Aviator 

jet card, adding Aviator +, providing fixed rates and non-peak 

guaranteed access to Bombardier Challenger 300 and Phenom 

300 jets, and tier-plan rates as low as $10,500 and $8,250 per 

hour, respectively. The program is aimed at fliers with greater 

travel flexibility than Sentient or Flexjet clients can afford and 

requires 120-hour advance booking.

Washington, D.C.–based brokerage Paramount Business Jets 

launched Corporate Wing Solutions, a supplemental-lift pro-

gram for corporate operators, blending elements of Para-

mount’s tiered jet card membership with benefits and rates 

tailored to each flight department's requirements, routes, us-

age, and budget.

Tradewind Aviation, a Connecticut-based per-seat and Part 135 

charter operator, sees growth for its Goodspeed charter card after 

recently ordering 20 new Pilatus PC-12 turboprops. Tradewind 

is also opening a base near Palm Beach, Florida, and at Hudson 

Valley Regional Airport in Poughkeepsie, New York, the former to 

service the Southeast and flights between the U.S and the Baha-

mas. In Poughkeepsie, the new hangar facility will accommodate 

aircraft management clients in the area, complementing current 

bases at the Waterbury-Oxford and Westchester County airports. 

The new Pilatus PC-12 deliveries commenced last December, with 

at least four adds per year slated.

!"#$%"&'(%)&#"*(!#+,&'"$-+#.+/"$0)&#'"#

Private airline/public charter operator JSX expanded from its 

West Coast network east to Colorado, Texas, and Florida, while 

tripling capacity on its per-seat flights between New York and 

South Florida, now including a Farmingdale-Palm Beach route. 

JSX has equipped its fleet of Embraer regional jets with SpaceX’s 

Starlink low-earth-orbit airborne connectivity system on its 

30-seat Embraer ERJ aircraft and provides scheduled charters 

from more than a score of cities.

Publicly traded Blade Air Mobility expanded its BladeOne fixed-

wing shared flights aboard executive-configured jets, com-

plementing its helicopter transport offerings, booked via its 

mobile app. Seasonal routes connect Blade’s own terminal at 

New York’s Westchester County Airport and Miami-Opa locka 

or Palm Beach, Florida; or Aspen, Colorado. The Bombardier CRJ 

200 and Challenger 850 deployed for service are equipped with 

“preloaded iPads with first-run movies,” and fares include he-

licopter shuttle from Manhattan to Westchester. A season pass 

($9,750) provides $900 off all flights, and members can launch 

or join crowd-sourced flights.

Vista’s XO also expanded its per-seat shared offerings, add-

ing a New York–Florida route between Farmingdale and Palm 

Beach International on CRJ-200s. XO also has per-seat flights 

between South Florida and the New York metro area’s West-

chester County and Teterboro airports, as well as to Aspen and 

Los Angeles from both areas.

Arizona-based Set Jet offers per-seat service on Challenger 

850 large-cabin and Bombardier CRJ200 regional jets outfit-

ted in “an ultra-VIP configuration” on routes linking Los 

Angeles, Orange County, San Diego, and Van Nuys in Southern 

"$%
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way flights start at $750, including taxes and fees; flights beB
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vice, with one-way transcontinental fares from $4,500.
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ates Embraer Legacy 600 super-midsize and E135 regional 
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been listed on the company’s site in the $1,200 to $2,500 
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for up to 250 Embraer Praetor 500s, with deliveries startB
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3,450-nautical-mile range, a Mach 0.83 maximum operatB
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up to $5 billion.
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vice, CustomShare, with Miami Jet Club as the first customer. 

The jet club’s program will offer one-eighth-share fractional 
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ness jets, the first a Beechcraft Hawker 750.
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turboprops for the air portion, initially linking Helsinki 
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European charter management firm Elit’Avia has taken a “sigB

nificant step toward increasing its presence in the North AmerB
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Dubai, its first outside Europe, having recently added offices in 

London, Paris, Monte Carlo, and Riga, Latvia. Offices in Zurich 

"(+*9"+'$+*"'/*"#-&*-8>/+7#/+*3&*&H/(*3>$-*5/"';

Zurich’s Nomad Aviation has added five long-range, large-cabin 

Bombardier, Dassault Falcon, and Gulfstream jets to its managed 

8>"'3/'*'&##-1*C>$8>*$(8#7+/*"(*D$'67-*D!VF@a*/:/873$K/*"$'#$(/';

Switzerland’s Luxaviation Group reports significant expansion 

of its Asia-Pacific charter fleet, including a Dassault Falcon 

2000LX and Bombardier Global 6000 in Australia, a Dassault 

Falcon 7X and 8X in Malaysia, and a Hawker Beechcraft 900XP 

"(+*X#&6"#*RAAA*$(*2$(0"H&'/;
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able flights in real time on a live map, making them easier to 

find and book. The brokerage is also developing an iOS version 

of the app, and the empty-leg data is available on its website.

<6(3+*./6-*+,%-."-*(7"+3%23(.*=-"43"-*:$3%.3/#*-"7/-.(*%*7/(.&

COVID surge in live entertainment, with the company handling 

30 band tours in the second half of last year. The U.K. division 

/>*?6#.*@*=%24"-*#/."(*%*("%(/#%2*+%)"#+"*./*.,"*'6(3#"((A*B6&

ropean music tours typically peak in summer through October, 

while the Middle East is “prolific” in winter. Southeast Asia is 

also a growing market.
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Wings Air Helicopters offers commuter flights from Westchester 

County Airport in White Plains, New York, to Manhattan East 

34th Street Heliport on a six-passenger Airbus AS350. Seats 

on the 15-minute flights cost $499, with discounts available 

for frequent fliers.

Blade flight-tested a piloted, all-electric Beta Technologies 

eVTOL at Westchester County Airport, demonstrating its nearly 

silent operation. Meanwhile, its seasonal helicopter transpor&

tation to the Hamptons from the New York metro area ex&

panded with the introduction this summer of seasonal passes.

Flexjet’s helicopter service, launched last year, will provide 

“last mile” transport aboard Sikorsky S-76 helicopters for cli&

"#.(*%--3$3#9*%.* 3.(* >/-.,+/43#9*7-3$%."*."-43#%2*%.*<3%43&

Opa locka (see below). The Cleveland-based company has also 

added Sikorsky S-76s in Europe to support its new Gulfstream 

G650 program, providing complementary helicopter transfers 

in some locations.
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Southern Plains region per-seat charter network on routes of 

100 to 400 nautical miles, start-up WingTips acquired a charter 

operator early this year, has a mobile app is in the works, and 

plans to commence service in the third quarter. WingTips also 

>/-4")*%*2"%(3#9*+/47%#8*./*4%#%9"*%3-+-%>.*3.*72%#(*./*2"%("*

for the service. Haven Aero of Amarillo, Texas, will provide 

surge backup via its jet fleet.

Miami Beach–based start-up Fleet Clubs offers limited mem&

berships in a “boutique collection of private flying clubs,” each 

with a dedicated aircraft and route, providing direct air service 

on scheduled shared-luxury all-first-class 60-passenger air&

liners. Management has operated private flying clubs that link 

Hawaii and California for over 15 years.

Last fall, AeroVanti debuted its Piaggio P.180 Avanti mem&

bership club, operating the twin turboprops under Part 91L, 

which regulate aircraft time-share arrangements, and sub&

sequently added yacht access to the program. But in June 

.,"*+/47%#8*-"7/-.")28*9-/6#)")*3.(*>2"".*)6"*./*4%3#."&

nance and lien issues, even as members have filed multiple 

Nomad Aviation
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twin jets in its fleet, the company reportedly had stopped payE
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including transferring their aircraft to a different operator or 
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Charter management firms Northern Jet Management of Grand 
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Florida, creating a fleet of some 40 aircraft, including light 
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After acquiring Mayo Aviation late last year and adding five airE
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aged fleet of some 80 aircraft. The company has added bases 
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Five years after bowing as a charter fleet owner/operator, Los 
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Miami-Opa locka–based SF50 Vision Jet charter fleet operator 
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its fleet to some 19 aircraft. Meanwhile, a plan to go public via 
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Services’ lease management program absorbs all fixed costs 

while providing financial benefits. A trio of midsize jets the 

program has attracted has expanded Ventura’s floating fleet 

to 11 aircraft.

!"#$%&$'("$)*%+&,

With traffic increases making FBOs in popular destinations 

“more hectic than in the past,” fractional share provider Flex6

jet is opening Flexjet-only terminals at Miami-Opa locka Ex6

ecutive Airport, Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport in 

Montana, and Scottsdale Airport in Arizona.

Charter management firm Summit Aviation is building a com6

plex at Bozeman Yellowstone that includes a departure lounge, 

two hangars, and—as flight training provider for Gallatin Col6

lege/Montana State University’s Aviation Program—the flight 

school’s simulation lab and an FAA testing lab. Completion is 

slated for mid-2024.

Making “an investment in technology and amenities,” charter 

operator Thrive Aviation has expanded its Henderson, Nevada 

4'-9?1-#.'#(7$-99*&+$-$.#-*&*&+$-&9$9'/'0"<3'&.$0-@7$5"&2'#6

ence rooms, and private executive offices.

-../$0&,$120'3%*4/

Access program information specialist Private Jet Card Com6

parisons added fractional ownership integration and long flight 

discounts to its service, allowing subscribers to directly com6

pare fractional ownership and lease programs with jet card and 

membership programs. In addition, they can also now calcu6

late all-in hourly flight costs, including acquisition expenses, 

management fees, hourly rates, and taxes and accounting for 

/-#*-@0'($*&5019*&+$54-&+*&+$#'(*91-0$/-01'(7$21'0$<#*5'(7$-&9$

hours flown.

Subscription-based online booking platform JetAsap en6

hanced its commission-free service to include TripMatch, 

providing email notifications based on route preferences 

for available flights, including empty legs and one-ways. 

More than 700 charter operators provide live bookable 

quotes, and the empty legs and one-ways average 40 per6

cent off standard hourly rates, according to the Boca Raton, 

Florida firm. The platform also provides search and book 

functions for more than 2,000 trips per day, and a cost-

estimate tool. BJT

$%&'(&)
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financing business jets in 2022. Ford von 
Weise at Citi Private Bank, for example, re5
ports that last year was one of its strongest 

for aircraft finance. But so far, the banks say that 2023 has 
been downright slow.

For many reasons, the ravenous appetite for business jets in 

the past few years is now somewhat satiated. The pandemic 

has diminished, so travelers appear more comfortable flying 

commercially, even if airline service has frequently proved dis5

appointing. Talk of a recession persists, and bonus deprecia5

tion—a major incentive for buying or upgrading business jets 

since Congress passed the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in 2017—is 

on the way out. Because of inflation, interest rates have in5

creased, making business jet loans and leases more expensive.

The results are evident in the market. Fewer aircraft are 

available for purchase and, despite expectations that prices 

will decline, those that are for sale still have high price tags, a 

reflection of the surge in values over the past few years. Aircraft 

remain on the market longer. Some lenders I spoke to say their 

clients have a wait-and-see attitude toward buying a new jet. 

Banks have their own issues, and some have put the brakes 

on aircraft financing altogether. Bank deposits have plummet5

ed as customers have moved funds to other investments like 

Treasuries, causing the ratio of loans to deposits to suffer and 

making financing more expensive for banks. Together with the 

fear that the Federal Reserve may increase capital requirements, 

this has caused banks to be more selective about where they 

Expect challenges, as some banks have stopped making aircraft 
loans while others are becoming more selective.

by Jeff Wieand
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existing clients who maintain significant deposits with them.

Thus, Steve Altman, now at Wintrust, notes a flight to quality 

by banks seeking to improve jet loan profit margins. That said, 

larger, more expensive aircraft financings may come under 
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midsize jets. Refinancings of jet loans, which were popular in 
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director of aviation finance at Truist, notes, the rise in the cost of 
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perience that can finance the progress payments for their clients.
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()-(' -+"' 6%' $%69"+'5-60@-,(0+"!1' -;-*$->*$*(&' *3' *68

,+"-3*69.':%5"'%@'()"3"'-+"'>"*69'3%$!'>&'%A6"+3'A)%'

$"-+6"!'()-('()"&',%0$!6K('#-&'@%+'-'<"('>&',)-+("+*69'

*(.'4%+#%+-(*%63' ()-('%@("6'9%('>&'%6';*+(0-$'5""(8

*693'!0+*69'()"'#-6!"5*,'-+"'+"#%+("!$&'+"(0+6*69'

to bizav. Steve Day at Global Jet Capital finds more 

*6("+"3('%@'$-("'-5%69',%+#%+-("',$*"6(3'@%+'%#"+8

-(*69'$"-3"31'-6!'4+-*9'J-66%6'-('L+0*3('+"#%+(3'

)-;*69'5%+"'(-$73'A*()',%+#%+-("'%A6"+3'()-('-+"'

";-$0-(*69'()"*+'+"#$-,"5"6('#$-63.

L)"'!">(8,"*$*69',+*3*3'A-3'-;"+("!1'-6!'*6'M06"1'

()"'/"!'!",$*6"!'(%'+-*3"'*(3'7"&'*6("+"3('+-("'@%+'

the first time in over a year. The inflation rate is 

!",$*6*691'-6!'A)*$"'*6("+"3('+-("3'A*$$'+"5-*6')*9)"+'

()-6'()"&'A"+"'-'@"A'&"-+3'-9%1'3%5"'>-67"+3'+"#%+('

-'9+"-("+'-,,"#(-6,"'%@')*9)"+'+-("3'-5%69'<"('>0&"+3.'

I6!'5-6&'>0&"+3'A)%')-;"'>""6'A-*(*69'@%+'-'A)*$"'

-+"'3*5#$&'(*+"!'%@'3*((*69'%6'()"'3*!"$*6"3.

20(' %6,"' -9-*61' >%603' !"#+",*-(*%6' *3' ,-03*69'

3%5"'#%("6(*-$'<"('>0&"+3'(%'A-*('06(*$'$-("+'*6'()"'

&"-+'(%'3(-+('()"'-,=0*3*(*%6'#+%,"33'@%+'#+"%A6"!'

-*+,+-@(.'G0+,)-3"+3'%@'N,"+(-*6'-*+,+-@(O',-6'3(*$$'

benefit from 100 percent bonus depreciation this 

year, assuming all flights in 2023 constitute qualified 

>03*6"33'03".':%1'>0&"+3'-+"'-9-*6')%#*69'(%'#$-,"'-'

6"A'-*+,+-@('*6'3"+;*,"',$%3"'(%'()"'&"-+K3'"6!'A)"6'*('*3'"-3*"+'

to resist temptation and avoid non-business flights.

I$$%A'G$"6(&'%@'L*5"
P6@%+(06-("$&1'3"+;*,"',"6("+3'-+"'"F(+"5"$&'>03&1'-6!'#+">0&'

3$%(3'-+"'$"33'+"-!*$&'-;-*$->$"1'3%'-!!*(*%6-$'(*5"'*3'+"=0*+"!'

(%'-++-69"'@%+'!0"'!*$*9"6,"'%6'-*+,+-@('>"*69'#0+,)-3"!.'I3'

%6"'>-67"+'3099"3("!1'>0&"+3'*6("+"3("!'*6'5-F*5*B*69'>%603'

!"#+",*-(*%6'()*3'&"-+'3)%0$!'>"9*6'()"'-,=0*3*(*%6'#+%,"33'()*3'

3055"+'*63("-!'%@'A-*(*69'06(*$'@-$$.

I6'-$("+6-(*;"'*3'(%'3-;"'(*5"'>&'@%+9%*69'-'#+">0&'*63#",(*%61'

>0('*6'-!!*(*%6'(%'>"*69'*6-!;*3->$"1'()*3'A*$$'>"'06-,,"#(->$"'(%'

most banks. Extra time may be required for financing as well. 

Q6"'$"6!"+'+","6($&'3-*!'*('A%0$!'6""!'-3'50,)'-3'(A%'5%6()3'

to provide financing on a preowned business jet, though most 

lenders can offer funding in a few weeks, especially for exist8

*69',$*"6(3.

L)%09)'+-("3')-;"',$*5>"!'3("-!*$&'()*3'&"-+1'%6"'>-67"+'

suggested that they remain low relative to the last 30 years. As 

of this writing, the 30-day Secured Overnight Financing Rate 

R:Q/ST1'()"'#%#0$-+'-$("+6-(*;"'(%'UV2QS1'-6!'()"'P.:.'L+"-30+&'

yield curve are just over 5 percent, resulting in jet financing 

interest rates in the 7 or even 8 percent range, with floating 

rates about 100 basis points higher than fixed. As a 

+"30$(1'5%3('<"('>0&"+3'-+"'@%,03"!'%6'$%,7*69'*6'-'

fixed rate. Nevertheless, there are hopes that rates 

A%6K('+*3"'@0+()"+'-6!'5-&'3%%6'@-$$.'L)%09)'>03*6"33'

<"('$"6!"+3'-+"'9"6"+-$$&'$%%7*69'@%+'-'EW'(%'CW'#"+,"6('

!"#%3*('-6!'-'XW'(%'YW'#"+,"6('-!;-6,"1'EDD'#"+,"6('

financing remains available for buyers with outstand8

*69',+"!*(3'-6!'9%%!'>-67*69'+"$-(*%63)*#3.

H%3('$"6!"+3'-+"'(-7*69'-'+"$-(*;"$&',%63"+;-(*;"'

-##+%-,)'(%'$%-6'-5%+(*B-(*%6'-6!'()"'#+*6,*#-$'+"8

#-&5"6('3,)"!0$".'Z"-+3'-9%1'-'3,)"!0$"'>-3"!'%6'

EY8'(%'CD8&"-+'-5%+(*B-(*%6'A-3'6%('06030-$1'>0('

(%!-&1'A*()'-*+,+-@(';-$0"3'3""5*69$&'#%*3"!'(%'@-$$1'

06$"33'()"'#+*6,*#-$'*3'+"#-*!'5%+"'+-#*!$&1'()"'

sale of the jet in five or 10 years may not generate 

sufficient cash to pay off the loan balance—never 

-'#%#0$-+'3*(0-(*%6'@%+'()"'>%++%A"+'R%+'()"'>-67T.

4%63"=0"6($&1'5%3('>-673'(%!-&'-+"'$%%7*69'@%+'

ED8'(%'EW8&"-+'-5%+(*B-(*%61'A*()'()"'-9"'%@'()"'-*+8

craft and the percentage of the acquisition cost fi8

6-6,"!'>"*69'7"&'@-,(%+3'*6'!"("+5*6*69'()"'+-("'

%@'#+*6,*#-$'+"#-&5"6(.'Q6'()"'%()"+')-6!1'()%09)'

$"6!"+3'6%A'%@("6'A-6('(%'3""'#+*6,*#-$'+"#-*!'5%+"'

=0*,7$&1'()"&',%6(*60"'(%'+"=0*+"'#+"#-&5"6('#"6-$8

ties for the first few years of the loan term. They may 

-$3%'+"=0*+"'$%-68(%8;-$0"',%;"6-6(3'()-(',-6'6","38

!"#$%&'()"*+$(,-,./,-,0(1(!"#234*3$5627(!"((
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!"#$#%&'$(#"$)&'(%'$*+%,#!&-.(",/&#0%&)1$,&'%("1-&"2&#0%&$"(3($2#4!&

5$).%&-%3)",%!&($'"-)*6

7%,-%(!&8(%9.%,#)*&:'%3"$)";%
<.!",%!!&=%#&)%,-%(!&12#%,&)11>&#1&!'%3"$)";%6&?@A&B5"$#"1,&8",$,3%C&

D0"30&D$!&",3(%-"E)*&$3#"5%&)$!#&*%$(C&(%+$",!&#0%&)%$-%(&",&$!!%#F

based financing, while offering traditional credit-based financing 

as well. Veteran aircraft financier James Crowley, now at Florida’s 

Cogent Bank, has been cultivating a reputation for financing older 

$"(3($2#C&$&+$(>%#&+$,*&E$,>!&$51"-6

Cogent offers six- to 12-month bridge loans and is working on a 

+1-%)&21(&!01(#F#%(+&G%6/6C&1,%F*%$(H&)%$!%!C&$,&12#%,F"/,1(%-&!%/F

ment of the lease market. Meanwhile, Global Jet Capital continues to 

specialize in leases, mostly in the seven- to 10-year range. Not being 

a bank, Global Jet is able to take more aggressive residual positions 

and has considerable flexibility in creating lease structures to address 

#0%&!'%3"$)&,%%-!&12&)%!!%%!6

One main advantage of lease financing for the lessee is the ability 

#1&D$)>&$D$*&2(1+&#0%&$"(3($2#&D0%,&#0%&)%$!%&#%(+",$#%!6&81(&E.*F

%(!&D01&$(%&31,3%(,%-&$E1.#&'$*",/&#11&+.30&1(&$E1.#&#0%&$"(3($2#4!&

5$).%&01)-",/&.'C&$&)%$!%&+$*&E%&$,&$##($3#"5%&!1).#"1,6&7%$!%&($#%&

2$3#1(!&+$*&E%&(%)$#"5%)*&0"/0&#0%!%&-$*!C&E.#&"2&,1#0",/&%)!%C&)%$!%&

financing can protect the lessee from a catastrophic loss of capital 

D0%,&#0%&$"(3($2#&"!&!1)-6&I0%&!$+%&31,3%(,!C&01D%5%(C&0$5%&3$.!%-&

+$,*&E$,>!&#1&!#1'&)%$!",/&E.!",%!!&=%#!&$)#1/%#0%(6

7%$!%!&($"!%&$,1#0%(&",#%(%!#",/&"!!.%J&#0%&D"))",/,%!!&12&E$,>!&#1&

D$(($,#&#"#)%&D0%,&#0%*&%5%,#.$))*&!%))&#0%&$"(3($2#6&<.!",%!!&=%#!&$(%&

/%,%($))*&-%)"5%(%-&1,&$,&K$!&"!L&E$!"!C&D0"30&"!&D0*&31+'(%0%,!"5%&

due diligence prior to buying an aircraft is so important. An exception, 

01D%5%(C&"!&#0%&D$(($,#*&12&#"#)%M&%5%,&#01./0&#0%*&D1,4#&/.$($,#%%&#0%&

$"(3($2#4!&31,-"#"1,&D0%,&!1)-C&"#&"!&!#$,-$(-&21(&!%))%(!&#1&'(15"-%&$&D$(F

($,#*&12&/11-&#"#)%C&2(%%&12&)"%,!&$,-&%,3.+E($,3%!C&#0%&#%(+!&12&D0"30&

$(%&!%#&21(#0&",&$&KD$(($,#*&E"))&12&!$)%L&'(15"-%-&#1&#0%&E.*%(&$#&3)1!",/&

in addition to the FAA bill of sale filed for recording on the FAA registry. 

That’s often not the case, however, when a jet comes off a lease by 

a bank or financial institution. Unlike the typical seller, the bank/lesF

sor did not have possession of the aircraft for the last five to 10 years 

$,-&"!&12#%,&.,D"))",/&#1&D$(($,#&#0%&#"#)%C&%5%,&"2&"#&1E#$",!&$&!"+")$(&

D$(($,#*&2(1+&#0%&21(+%(&)%!!%%6&<.*%(!&",#%(%!#%-&",&$39."(",/&$,&

aircraft coming off a bank lease should accordingly be prepared to 

'.(30$!%&#"#)%&",!.($,3%C&"2&,%3%!!$(*6

As always, but especially today, buyers looking to finance an airF

3($2#&'.(30$!%&!01.)-&(%$30&1.#&#1&E$,>!&D0%(%&#0%*&$)(%$-*&0$5%&$&

relationship. As Donald Synborski, Avpro’s director of finance, points 

out, to finance a business jet, the bank may expect you to make 

-%'1!"#!&$,-&E%31+%&*1.(&'("+$(*&)%,-%(6&N#&"!&$)D$*!&'(.-%,#&#1&

1E#$",&'(1'1!$)!&2(1+&!%5%($)&E$,>!C&",3).-",/&1,%!&#0$#&!'%3"$)";%&

in jet finance. It’s also important to seek professional acquisition 

$!!"!#$,3%&#1&0%)'&*1.&E.*&#0%&("/0#&$"(3($2#&$#&#0%&E%!#&'("3%6 BJT

A list of banks and finance companies 
offering business aircraft loans is available 
in the company directory at #$%&'()'*+,&-$

!<.*%(!&
)11>",/&#1&
finance a 
E.!",%!!&=%#&
'.(30$!%&
!01.)-&(%$30&
1.#&#1&E$,>!&
D"#0&D0"30&
#0%*&$)(%$-*&
0$5%&$&
(%)$#"1,!0"'6"



SEE HOW THIS MOD MAKES THE AIRCRAFT

AviationPartners.com      +1.206.762.1171      Sales@Winglets.com

BJT Buyers Guide  |  Trim: 9" x 10.875"  |  Bleed: 9.25" x 11.125"

Blended Winglets catch the 

attention of jet buyers and 

are among the most desired 

business aircraft upgrades. 

The range-extending, 

performance-boosting, 

fuel-saving, and emissions-

reducing mods turn heads for 

buyers, and seal the deal for 

sellers. Increase future resale 

value for Dassault Falcon or 

Hawker business jets and enjoy 

the benefits now.

https://www.aviationpartners.com/aircraft/falcon-winglet/?utm_source=bjt&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=falcon&utm_content=digprint&utm_term=buyers-see-first-wo
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!
ramatic advances in avionics, flight con#
$%&'()" *&++,-.*/$.&-(" 01,.2+0-$)" */3.-"
amenities, propellers, rotors, fuel, engines, 
and safety systems have contributed to the 

growing popularity of business aircraft over the 20 years 
(.-*0"!"#$%&##'(&)'*+,-&.&+"403,$045"60%07("/"'&&8"/$"(&+0"
key innovations and what they mean to you.

9:;<=>"?:@:A<?<@="9>9=<?9

Starting this year, the FAA is mandating the adoption of safety 

management systems for all charter and fractional ownership 

programs for fixed-wing aircraft and rotorcraft. These systems 

formally structure and further ingrain a safety culture within any 

organization. Combined with new technologies, they promise 

$&"+/80"3,(.-0(("/B./$.&-"/("*'&(0"$&"/**.40-$#C%00"/("2&((.3'05

AVIONICS

/.,##'01023$)#4 Cockpit display screens in place of individual 

gauges are now common in business aircraft, and the tech#

nology has been greatly refined over the last two decades 

with touchscreen integrated glass display systems such as 

Collins Pro Line Fusion, Garmin G5000, and Honeywell An#

them. These screens combine information about critical air#

craft performance, situational awareness, and navigation for 

pilots in a more recognizable and faster way, reducing work#

load and stress. The displays also have a lower failure rate, 

require less maintenance, and weigh less than traditional 

electromechanical and pressure gauges. The technology is 

now standard equipment for new business aircraft from vir#

tually every avionics manufacturer and is available as retrofits 

for legacy models.

!"#$%&'()&*$
#+$,--#.(/0#-
$%&%'()*)+,,-)*.)(,/%),0).1%)2344%(.)
advances in business aircraft design and 
.%516,+,47)(365%)!"#)2%4*6)892+3(1364:

8$!9:&;!<#8%&
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Electronic flight bags and apps!"#$%&''&'%"&'"())*+",-./0.1"
-'2"/-3,$/"405.6/$71"8-9$"5-2$"/8$"2-:1"0;".&,0/1",6%%&'%"3&%"

5-."4-1$1"&'/0"/8$"404<.&/"-"/8&'%"0;"/8$".-1/=">,$4/70'&4"?,&%8/"

#-%1"@>?#1A"40'/-&'".70%7-51"-'2"2-/-"/8-/"$'-3,$".&,0/1"/0"

1-;$,:"-'2"B6&4<,:"-44$11"'-9&%-/&0'-,"48-7/1"-'2".,-'"706/$1C"

reference aircraft flight manuals and other critical documents; 

405.,$/$"48$4<,&1/1C"405.6/$"-&747-;/"D$&%8/+"3-,-'4$+"-'2".$7E

;075-'4$C"2&1.,-:"7$-,E/&5$"D$-/8$7C"-'2"$9$'"&'/$7;-4$"D&/8"

other cockpit systems such as the flight management system. 

F"9-7&$/:"0;"-..1";67/8$7"$'8-'4$"/8$"6/&,&/:"0;">?#1="G02-:H1"

.&,0/1"D06,2"'0"507$"3$"D&/806/"/8$&7">?#"/8-'":06"D06,2"3$"

D&/806/"-"4$,,".80'$=

Synthetic/enhanced/augmented/combined vision systems: 
F29-'4$1" &'" 405.6/$7&I$2" 5-..&'%+" /$77-&'+" -'2" 031/-4,$"

2-/-3-1$1J09$7,-..$2"D&/8"%,03-,E.01&/&0'&'%E1:1/$5"-'2"

&'$7/&-,E'-9&%-/&0'E1:1/$5" 2-/-" -'2" &5-%$1" ;705" '01$E

506'/$2"&';7-7$2+"56,/&E1$'107"4-5$7-1J-7$"$'-3,&'%"507$"

-&747-;/"0.$7-/&0'1" &'"-29$71$"D$-/8$7+"D&/8"105$"-,,0D&'%"

,-'2&'%1"D&/8"4,062"4$&,&'%1"-1",0D"-1"I$70";$$/"D&/8"$K/7$5$,:"

low visibility. This technology began finding its way onto busiE

'$11"L$/1"-1"$-7,:"-1"())M"-'2"4-'"3$"-22$2"/0"-"9-7&$/:"0;"%,-11"

404<.&/"-9&0'&41"1:1/$51=

Head-up displays (HUD):"F"NOP"&1"/:.&4-,,:"-"%,-11"9&107"/8-/"

flips down between the pilot’s eyes and the windshield. First 

developed for the military, it displays critical flight data and 

&5-%$7:+"&'4,62&'%"76'D-:1"-'2"76'D-:",&%8/&'%+"10"/8$".&,0/"

'$$2'H/"18&;/"-//$'/&0'";705"/8$"&'1/765$'/".-'$,"/0"/8$"D&'2E

shield or vice versa when landing or taking off in low-visibility 

40'2&/&0'1="Q'&/&-,,:"9$7:"$K.$'1&9$+"/8&1"/$48'0,0%:"8-1"3$$'"

finding its way onto smaller and smaller business aircraft and is 

$9$'"'0D"-9-&,-3,$";07"1&'%,$E$'%&'$+".&1/0'E.0D$7$2"-&7.,-'$1="

R$D"8$-2ED$-7-3,$"502$,1"5-<$"/8&1"/$48'0,0%:"$-1&,:"-2-./E

able for virtually any aircraft. It was first offered as standard 

$B6&.5$'/"0'"-"361&'$11"L$/"0'"/8$"S6,;1/7$-5"STT)"&'"())*=

Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast:" FPUE#" 8-1"
3$$'"7$B6&7$2"0'"501/"-&747-;/"0.$7-/&'%"D&/8&'"/8$"O=U="1&'4$"

()()="F'"FPUE#E$'-3,$2"-&747-;/"61$1"1-/$,,&/$"'-9&%-/&0'"1648"

-1"SVU"/0"2$/$75&'$"&/1".01&/&0'+"-,/&/62$+"8$-2&'%+"-'2"1.$$2"

-'2"/8$'"370-24-1/1"&/+"$'-3,&'%"/7-4<&'%"&'"7$-,E/&5$"D&/806/"

the use of surveillance radar. This is invaluable for air traffic 

40'/70,"&'"-7$-1"/8-/"8-9$".007"07"'0"7-2-7"409$7-%$="N0D$9$7+"

&/"-,10"-,,0D1"-':"1'00."D&/8"-"4$,,".80'$+"9&-"9-7&061"-..1+"/0"

/7-4<"L61/"-306/"-':"-&7.,-'$"D07,2D&2$="F&747-;/"$B6&..$2"D&/8"

FPUE#"W6/"4-'"0',:"/7-'15&/"/8&1"2-/-+"36/"/801$"D&/8"FPUE#"Q'"

4-'"-,10"7$4$&9$"&/+".709&2&'%".&,0/1"D&/8"1&/6-/&0'-,"-D-7$'$11"

of all the traffic around them.
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!"#$%%&#$' "&()("*#' #(")+&,-.! "#$%&&'$%()#*%+! #',-,#.$! $,#-/'01!
*%,2'-%*3!4,'1'0#&&5!+%2%&46%+!.4,!7%&'-46$%,!46%,#$4,*3!#,%!048!

40!94,%!):*'0%**!#',-,#.$!4.!#&&!/'0+*;!<2%,!$7%!5%#,*3!$7%5=2%!

#++%+!24'-%3!$%>$3!#0+!#',-,#.$!+'#104*$'-*3!.%#$:,%*!$7#$!#,%!

particularly useful for operations in remote areas and offshore. 

?'$7'0!$7%!&#*$!+%-#+%3!$7%!*%,2'-%*!7#2%!9#$:,%+!$4!'0-&:+%!
8%)()#*%+!$44&*!$7#$!+'*6&#5!#',-,#.$!%01'0%!#0+!#',.,#9%!*:)(
*5*$%9!*$#$:*3!940'$4,'01!#05!-#:$'40!#0+!8#,0'01!$7%5!1%0(
%,#$%!#&401!8'$7!$7%!1%4*6#$'#&!942%9%0$*!4.!$7%!#',-,#.$3!#0+!
$7%0!#:$49#$'-#&&5!*%0+'01!$7'*!'0.4,9#$'40!'0!,%#&($'9%!$4!
#66,46,'#$%!1,4:0+!6%,*400%&;

/0#1%",2.!@2'40'-*!9#0:.#-$:,%,!A#,9'0!7#*!+%2%&46%+!#!*5*(
$%9!$7#$!#&&48*!$7%!6'&4$!4,!#05!6#**%01%,!$4!6:*7!#!):$$40!$7#$!
8'&&!&#0+!$7%!#',-,#.$!#$!$7%!-&4*%*$!*:'$#)&%!#',64,$3!*$46!'$!40!
$7%!,:08#53!#0+!*7:$!+480!$7%!%01'0%!'.!$7%!6'&4$!)%-49%*!'0(
capacitated. Certified in 2020 and currently available for select 
$:,)46,46*!#0+!&'17$!B%$*!:0+%,!#!2#,'%$5!4.!0#9%*3!@:$4&#0+!
manages speed, altitude, flight-control configuration, landing 
1%#,3!#0+!0#2'1#$'403!#0+!%2%0!#:$49#$'-#&&5!9#/%*!$7%!#6(
6,46,'#$%!$,#0*640+%,!*%$$'01*!#0+!,#+'4!),4#+-#*$*!$4!%0#)&%!
#!*#.%!$4:-7+480;

3$"%#4'05"-$'",2'61,&#1(&,-'575#$65.!CDE"!:*%!*%0*4,*!
$4!940'$4,!/%5!#',-,#.$!*5*$%9!6#,#9%$%,*!#0+!+#$#!$4!#**:,%!
continued safe operation of critical components and flag indi(
-#$4,*!$7#$!-4:&+!*:11%*$!:0:*:#&!8%#,!4,!#!64$%0$'#&!.#'&:,%;!
Originally developed for the military, these systems began find(
'01!$7%',!8#5!40$4!):*'0%**!B%$*!#0+!-'2'&!7%&'-46$%,*!42%,!$7%!
&#*$!FG!5%#,*;!H%8%,!*5*$%9*!$,#0*9'$!$7'*!+#$#!'0!,%#&($'9%!
I4&+%,!40%*!-4:&+!7#2%!+#$#!+480&4#+%+!#.$%,!%#-7!&#0+'01J!
$4! $7%!#',-,#.$!9#0:.#-$:,%,*=! #0+!480%,*=!46%,#$'40*! -%0(
$%,*;!@,9%+!8'$7!$7'*!'0.4,9#$'403!CDE"!-#0!4,+%,!6#,$*!#0+!
*-7%+:&%!9#'0$%0#0-%!K:'-/&5L4.$%0!87%0!54:=,%!*$'&&!'0!$7%!
#',L)%.4,%!#!*9#&&!6,4)&%9!)%-49%*!#!)'1!40%!#0+!1,4:0+*!$7%!
#',-,#.$!.4,!#0!%>$%0+%+!6%,'4+;!M7%!*5*$%9*!*#2%!940%5!#0+!
$'9%3!'0-,%#*%!,%&'#)'&'$53!#0+!-#0!%2%0!*#2%!&'2%*;

NOPACM!Q<HMR<O"

/0#1#4(1##%$5.!M7'*!'*!#04$7%,!$%-704&415!$7#$!'*!6,41,%**'2%&5!
*-#&'01!+480!$4!*9#&&%,!#',-,#.$;!S'&4$*!40-%!7#+!$4!9#/%!*49%(
$'9%*!-40*$#0$!648%,(*%$$'01!#+B:*$9%0$*!)#*%+!40!8'0+*3!#&(
$'$:+%3!4:$*'+%!#',!$%96%,#$:,%3!)#,49%$,'-!6,%**:,%3!#0+!67#*%!
of flight. Autothrottles put this all in the hands of a computer, 
,%+:-'01!6'&4$!84,/&4#+3!%&'9'0#$'01!$7%!0%%+!$4!-40*$#0$&5!
#+B:*$!$7,4$$&%*!87'&%!940'$4,'01!#',*6#-%!#0+!#',-,#.$!*6%%+!
,%*$,'-$'40*3!'96,42'01!.:%&!%-404953!#0+!5'%&+'01!#!*944$7%,!
ride. The pilot merely selects the phase of flight and the sys(
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!"#$%&"'$!("$)"'!*'&)!$&+$,-."$/%/0!-1"$2)3-'"$2&4!)&,$-4$5&3)$
2/)6$&4,5$7"!!")8$9(-,"$!("$!"2(4&,&:5$(/'$7""4$&4$/-),-4")'$+&)$
#&)"$!(/4$;<$5"/)'$/4%$,/):"$73'-4"''$="!'$+&)$/,#&'!$/'$,&4:6$-!$
became available for light jets—often as a retrofit—only within 
!("$,/'!$%"2/%"$/4%$+&)$!3)7&0)&0'$-4$><?@8

Fly-by-wire flight controls: Originally developed for fighter 
jets, fly-by-wire (FBW) is another technology scaling down-
ward on the aircraft size scale. For bizjets, it first found its 
way onto the Dassault Falcon 7X, which was certified in 2007, 
but it is now on a variety of business aircraft, the new Bell 525 

helicopter, and even some electric vertical takeoff and landing 

(eVTOL) models. FBW replaces mechanical linkages between 

!("$2&2.0-!$/4%$!("$/-)2)/+!A'$2&4!)&,$'3)+/2"'6$'32($/'$!("$)3%-

der and ailerons, with pilot inputs fed into a triple-redundant 

2&#03!")$/4%$!("4$'"4!$!&$","2!)&4-2$/2!3/!&)'$!(/!$2&4!)&,$

these aircraft surfaces. The technology prevents pilots from 

flying outside an approved flight envelope, all but eliminating 

loss-of-control accidents. In an emergency, the flight comput-

")$2/4$!(-4.$+/'!")$!(/4$!("$0-,&!6$#/.-4:$!("$'-!3/!-&4$"/'-")$

to deal with. Guided by the computer, flight control inputs are 

/,'&$'#&&!(")$/4%$#&)"$0)"2-'"6$#/.-4:$+&)$/$#&)"$2&#+&)!-

/7,"$)-%"8

CONTROL SURFACES AND
EXTERIOR STRUCTURES

Aviation Partners (API) winglets: API’s team of former Boe-

ing and Lockheed engineers developed a series of winglets for 

/-),-4")'$/4%$73'-4"''$/-)2)/+!$!(/!$2/4$)"%32"$+3",$2&4'3#0-

!-&4$75$B$!&$?<$0")2"4!6$-42)"/'"$)/4:"6$23!$2,-#7$!-#"'6$/4%$

improve runway performance. First offered as retrofits over the 

last 20 years for business jets including Falcons, Gulfstreams, 

and Hawkers, these winglets are now standard equipment on 

a variety of new business aircraft.

Tamarack Aerospace Smartwing active winglets: Tamarack’s 

design, which was certified in 2016, differs from API’s in that 

its winglet system features an “active” component, relying on 

computerized load sensors that automatically mitigate wing 

bending during turbulence and high-load events without the 

need to add more wing structure. Installed on several models 

&+$,-:(!$="!'$/4%$7"-4:$%"1",&0"%$+&)$73'-4"''$/4%$2&##")2-/,$

!3)7&0)&0'6$!("$'5'!"#$2/4$-42)"/'"$)/4:"$75$30$!&$>;$0")2"4!8

Honda over-the-wing engine mount (OTWEM): A unique de-

sign for the HondaJet, first certified in 2015, is its patented 

over-the-wing engine mounting. By locating the engines atop 

the wings as opposed to bolting them onto the back of the air-
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internet access have improved significantly over the last 20 

</#"'(.*(%/"+'()$(!)'%K(4#"27#"/(+.*.#%-".L#%.)*K('6//2K("/3.;

#,.3.%<K(#*2("#*5/8(94/(#2:#*!/'(4#:/(,//*($-/3/2(.*(6#"%(,<(%4/(

refinement of Ka- and Ku-band technology, the deployment 

)$(*/7(53),#3(*/%7)"M'()$(3)7;/#"%4;)",.%('#%/33.%/'K(#*2(%4/(

")33)-%()$(4.54;'6//2(#.";%);5")-*2('<'%/+'(%4#%(!#*(,/(#!;

!/''/2(,<(#."!"#$%8

-'."$%&/0)(%/1#)#23"4,(I)"(2/!#2/'K(N!#,.*(#3%.%-2/O(7#'('%-!M(

#%(#,)-%(PK>>>($//%(.*(+)'%(,.L0/%'K(6")2-!.*5(%4/('#+/(3):/3<(

0/%3#5(<)-(5)%()*(%4/(#."3.*/'8(Q"#*%/2K(%4/(RST>'(U/#"0/%(VW(3.54%(

0/%(7)-32(5.:/(<)-(#('/#;3/:/3(!#,.*(-6(%)(=WKT>>($//%K(,-%($)"(

%4#%(3-X-"<(<)-(5)%(#($-/3(,-"*(%4#%(!)*0-"/2(-6(74#%(+.54%(

4#66/*(.$(<)-(4#*2/2(#*():/"4/#%/2(!4.32(#(A.5(Q-368(9)2#<K(

it’s a different story. Uber-lux barges from Gulfstream, such 

as the G700 that likely will be certified later this year, have 

#(+#X.+-+(!#,.*(#3%.%-2/(-*2/"(VK>>>($//%(74.3/(!"-.'.*5(#%(

YRK>>>($//%8(Z:/*("/3#%.:/3<('+#33(#."63#*/'&'-!4(#'(Z+,"#/"['(

midsize Praetor line, which was certified in 2019—offer cabin 

#3%.%-2/'(,/3)7(\K>>>($//%8

51"&#$'&6$'7/#)&%.)(3'.%46/3"4,(94/'/(7.*2)7'(-'/(#*(/3/!;

%".!#3(!4#"5/(%)("/5-3#%/(!3#".%<&$")+(!3/#"(%)()6#]-/(%)(*/#"3<(

,3#!M/2()-%8(94/(,/#-%<()$(%4.'(%/!4*)3)5<(.'(%4#%(.%(#33)7'(

passengers at their seats and flight crews from a control panel 

)"(#66(%)(#20-'%('4#2.*5K(+#M.*5(.%(/#'./"(%)(!))3(!#,.*'('.%%.*5(

)*(4)%("#+6'8(94/'/(7.*2)7'(4#:/(,/!)+/(6)6-3#"()*(,-'.*/''(

aircraft over the last 15 years, including for King Air 350 series 

%-",)6")6'(,/5.**.*5(.*(=>R>8

8$/(432&"$4,(G+#33K(3.54%7/.54%(%"#*'2-!/"'(+)-*%/2()*(%4/(

,#!M()$(#."!"#$%(!#,.*(.*%/".)"(6#*/3'K(!)+,.*/2(7.%4(!-'%)+;

%-*/2(#2:#*!/2('.5*#3;6")!/''.*5(%/!4*)3)5<K(6")2-!/(:.,"#;

%.)*'(%4#%(%-"*(%4/(!#,.*(.*%)(#*(.++/"'.:/(')-*2(!4#+,/"8(94.'(

.'(#!!)+63.'4/2(7.%4)-%(%4/(*/!/''.%<($)"()$%/*(4.54;+#.*%/;

*#*!/(%"#2.%.)*#3(!)+6)*/*%'('-!4(#'(3)-2'6/#M/"'K(#*2(.%(/3.+;

.*#%/'(%4/(*//2(%)(!4)6('6/#M/"(4)3/'(.*%)(!#,.*('.2/7#33'(#*2(

overhead panels. The Bombardier Challenger 300 was the first 

'/".#3;6")2-!%.)*(,-'.*/''(0/%(%)(.*!)"6)"#%/(%4.'(%/!4*)3)5<K(

via the Lufthansa nice in-flight entertainment system, in 2004.
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!"#$%&'()'$**$(+,(#234(563(7895(:;(<3849'(9323487(=8>?@8A5?4349(6823(

B3237CD3B(AC=DC9E53'(968D3B'(8>B(9F3D5(D4CD377349(@C4(5?4GCD4CD(

8E4A48@5(5685(D4CB?A3(=C43(564?95(FE56(7399(DCF34H()6E9(877CF9(563=(

5C(5?4>(97CF34(8>B(56343@C43(D4CB?A3(7399(>CE93(E>9EB3(8>B(C?59EB3(

563(A8GE>(8>B(I3>34853(7399(2EG485EC>H()63<(879C(B37E234(G35534(58J3K

off, climb, and cruise performance. Some designs, such as MT’s 

L?E35(08>'(E>53I4853(9=877(FE>I7359(E>5C(563(D4CD37734(G78B39'(F6E73(

Hartzell’s five-bladed composite propeller can run at 10 percent 

reduced rpms and reduce takeoff distances in the process.

-.*"$&/01$2& ()%)(&3*40$+,()63(>3F(M*7?3($BI3N(=8E>( 4C5C4(

blades on the Airbus H160 helicopter that was certified earlier 

56E9(<384(@385?43(8(BC?G73(9F33D(B39EI>H()63(G78B39(6823(5ED9(FE56(

8(G3>B(5685(4393=G739(563(G?9E>399(3>B(C@(8(6CAJ3<(95EAJH(OE56(

548BE5EC>87(B39EI>9'(F63>(4C5C4(G78B39(9DE>'(563(5ED9(3=E5(2C45EA39H(

*3>BE>I(563(5ED9(BE94?D59(563(MG78B3(2C453P(E>5348A5EC>N(@4C=(C>3(

G78B3(5C(563(>3P5'(B37E234E>I(8(9=CC56(4EB3(8>B(43B?AE>I(>CE93(G<(

as much as 5 dB, or 50 percent, compared with legacy helicopters.

5)%)(6(47%&#6#81&'()%$6%#)8,("C5C4A48@5(843(=C43(9?9A3D5EG73(5C(

icing than fixed-wing aircraft as they operate at the lower altiK

5?B39(F6343(EAE>I(E9(=C43(7EJ37<(5C(@C4=H(/A3(C>(3>IE>3(E>7359(8>B(

4C5C4(G78B39(>C5(C>7<(A8>(A8?93(7C99(C@(7E@5(G?5(879C(3>IE>3(@8E7?43(

8>B(932343(2EG485EC>(5685'(73@5(?>A63AJ3B'(A8>(6823(A858954CD6EA(

AC>93Q?3>A39H(/5(879C(D4323>59(637EACD5349(@4C=(8AAC=D7E96E>I(

A4E5EA87(=3B328A(8>B(9384A6K8>BK439A?3(=E99EC>9H(%3C>84BC(F89(

the first manufacturer to introduce rotorblade icing protection, 

in 2010, on intermediate and super-medium-class helicopters 

?93B(@C4(56393(5<D39(C@(=E99EC>9H()63(9<953=(@385?439(8?5C=85EA(

EA3(B353A5C49(8>B(8A5E285EC>(8>B(3=D7C<9(E=D4C23B(AE4A?785EC>(C@(

6C5(8E4(@4C=(563(3>IE>3'(23>59'(FE>B96E37B9'(8>B(=8E>(8>B(58E7(

4C5C4(G78B39H(%3C>84BC(E9(879C(B3237CDE>I(8(9<953=(@C4(5E754C5C49(

5685(?939(@4EA5EC>(5C(43=C23(EA3(C>(738BE>IK3BI3(9?4@8A39H

/81#8$+,()?4GCD4CD(8>B(5?4GC@8>(R35(3>IE>39(@C4(G?9E>399(8E4K

A48@5(C@(877(9ES39(6823(=8B3(I4385(954EB39(C234(563(7895(5FC(B3K

cades with regard to improved efficiency and lower emissions in 

models including the GE Honda HF120, Pratt & Whitney PW800, 

Honeywell HTF7500, GE Passport, and Rolls-Royce Pearl. These 

new engines reduce fuel burn by up to 20 percent compared with 

73I8A<(53A6>C7CI<(8>B(@385?43(E>>C285E23(B39EI>9'(=8534E879'(8>B(

production techniques. The efficiency gains come largely in the 

@C4=(C@(3>IE>39(5685(B37E234(=C43(564?95T8>B(56343@C43(@89534(

5E=39(5C(A7E=G(8>B(C234877(48>I39TFE56(>3847<(563(98=3(8=C?>5(

C@(@?37H(1>7EJ3(>3P5KI3>3485EC>(3>IE>39(B3237CD3B(@C4(8E47E>K

ers, which can gain efficiency by increasing fan size, new bizjet 
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thermal efficiency with redesigned low-pressure turbines, ex-

haust nozzles, and shaped fan blades made together in a single 

forging called a blisk to save weight and reduce maintenance.

!"#$%&'%()*+%,&%$&-'+."*)/ SAF development began 13 years ago 

in Europe as an environmentally friendly, drop-in solution in 

jet fuel, much like ethanol is in gasoline. Like alcohol, SAF can 

be made from almost anything—used cooking oils, biostocks, 

and waste from forest floors, for example. Most of today’s jet 

engines can run on 100 percent SAF, although due to the nascent 

nature of refining capacity, that eventuality is decades away. 

Right now, most commercially available SAF is up to a 30 per-

cent blend. Thanks to various government credits and incentives 

recently enacted worldwide, the price of SAF is becoming more 

comparable to that of dirtier jet-A kerosene. Still, when it comes 

to reducing jet emissions, it will be some time before SAF pro-

duces gains that are larger than those gleaned from continued 

improvement in engine technology. Overall, aviation accounts 

for just 2.5 percent of the world’s CO2 emissions.

AIRCRAFT

0*12+)&34$+5*$#/ The mid-1990s birthed the very light jet invest-

ment pyre—a new generation of small, single-pilot jet aircraft 

weighing less than 10,000 pounds. There was no shortage of 

dreamers willing to join the fray: Comp Air, Diamond, Eclipse 

Aviation, Epic Air, Flaris, Maverick, Piper, Sport Jet, and Stratos 

among them. Most of these programs either never got to mar-

ket or, once certified, did a dirt nap (such as Eclipse’s $1 billion 

bankruptcy in 2008 after producing 260 aircraft), but they did 

drive innovation in terms of avionics and engine development. 

An exception to the class’s attrition is Cirrus’s SF50 Vision 

Jet, a slower, single-engine jet that was certified in 2015 and 

remains wildly popular with owner pilots. From 2016 through 

the first quarter of 2023, Cirrus delivered nearly 400 of them.

6%#$+)%13*78%(&'9+")$1%7)-'371%'3*+5*$#: The big three large-

cabin bizjet manufacturers—Bombardier, Dassault, and Gulf-

stream—have all jumped into the deeper end of this pool with 

new offerings with exterior dimensions and maximum weights 

that more closely resemble a Boeing 727 airliner, but with maxi-

mum speeds approaching supersonic—up to Mach 0.925—and 

very long legs. New models such as the Bombardier Global 8000, 

Gulfstream 800, and Dassault Falcon 10X in some cases will have 

ranges of up to 8,000 nautical miles. The in-production Bombar-

dier Global 7500, certified in 2018, already comes close at 7,700 

nautical miles. But is 16-plus hours too long for a single business 

jet flight? We’re about to find out. BJT



Whether youí re an aircraft owner or charter client, these turbulent times have likely a!ected your ability to travel on 
your terms. Higher fuel and maintenance prices, long lead times on parts and service, increased demand for private 
aviation, the shortage of pilots and other aviation workers, and perhaps even climate change protesters may have all 
impacted your travel plans.

With all this uncertainty likely a!ecting your wallet in either ownership costs or higher charter fees, you want to be 
sure that your fl ight crews are getting the most e!ective training in the most e#cient way possible. If your crews are 
still training exclusively in the aircraft, ití s time to explore the benefi ts of simulator versus in aircraft training, as we do 
in the fi rst article of this insert.

Speaking of turbulent times, youí ve likely experienced physical turbulence in the aircraft as well. Perhaps youí ve won
dered what causes turbulence, what the pilots can do to detect and avoid it, and what you as a passenger can do to 
keep yourself safe if it hits. If so, be sure to read the second article of this insert. Enjoy!
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THE RIGHT TRAINING 
FOR TURBULENT TIMES



P ie vs. cake. Tastes great vs. 
less fi lling. Nature vs. nurture. 
These are all great debates that 

can divide a room. But pilots and aircraft 
owners often engage in another debate 
that can have serious consequences: 
simulator vs. ina ircraft training.

On one side, thereí s no question that 
you can do things in a simulator that you 
caní tó or shouldní tó do in an aircraft. On 
the other side, thereí s no substitute for 
the feel of an actual aircraft and accom
panying gf orces during certain maneu
vers or the ì puckerî  factor of seeing terra 
fi rma rising to smite you to drive home 
certain procedures.

Is there a ì correctî  answer to the simu
lator vs. ina ircraft debate? According to 
Richard Meikle, Executive Vice President 
of Operations and Safety for FlightSafety 
International, the safest pilots tend to 
train both ways, but there is a caveat. 

PREPARED PILOTS 
MAKE SAFER PILOTS
ì An operator focused on safety is going 
to send its pilots to simulator training 
because you can do things in the sim that 
you cannot do in the airplane safely or 
without risking damage to the aircraft,î  
said Meikle. ì No one is going to shut off
the fuel during takeoff to introduce an 
engine failure in the aircraft, but you 
can do that all day long in the simulator.î

Other examples of emergency situa
tions that can be practiced in the simu
lator include partial and full avionics 
failures, hydraulics failures, and even 
total electrical failures, which are rare 
but have happened. Some of these situ
ations require an emergency descent 
from altitudeó which could be as high as 
51,000 feet in some bizjetsó that would 
require substantial coordination with 
ATC to obtain authorization to practice 

this type of emergency procedure in 
an aircraft. The request might not be 
granted or might be just partially granted 
depending on fl ight activity in that ATC 
sector. In the simulator, not only will the 
requests be granted every time, but the 
emergency ATC calls can be practiced 
with realistic ATC responses.

Dealing with a medical condition on 
board can also be practiced more effec
tively in the simulator. While an instruc
tor could tell a student to pretend a pas
senger or another crewmember is having 
a heart a#ack in the air and would fi eld 
the pretend ATC calls, the ruse is not as 
effective as pulling aside a pilot before 
a sim session and asking him or her to 
suddenly become incapacitated during 
the fl ight.

ì In the simulator, the workload can 
be modulated to be very high if needed 
to simulate the level of effort required in 

COMPARING SIMULATOR VS. 
IN-AIRCRAFT TRAINING



a realw orld emergency, the calls to ATC 
are more real, and the pilot may even 
practice coordinating with a cabin a!en
dant or a companyí s medical provider, 
all while fl ying the sim in challenging 
weather or diverting to an unfamiliar air
port,î  said Meikle. ì Sometimes you have 
to make a mistake to learn a lesson well, 
and ití s be!er to make that mistake in the 
simulator than in the aircraft.î

Another situation best practiced in 
the simulator is an aerodynamic stall 
in the traffic pa!ern, where the aircraft 
is between 1,500 and 500 feet above the 
ground and recovery is difficult.

ì You can practice recovery from a traf
fic  pa!ern stall in the aircraft by se!ing 
a specifi c altitude as a ë fl oor,í  but ití s not 
as effective as in sim where you see the 
ë groundí  only 700 feet below,î  said Meikle. 

One place that in aircraft training 
shines is during upset training, where 
the ì startleî  factor may be high and the 
ì puckerî  factor even higher. Upset train
ing teaches the pilot how to recognize 
and recover from unusual a!itudes, such 
as in an unintended extreme climb or 
descent, often caused by distractions or 
emergencies in the cockpit. These can be 
practiced in a simulator, but the absence 
of gf orces and the fear factor means the 
skills are learned, but the visceral experi
ence is not transferred as readily.

ì When youí re pulling out of an upset 
recovery in an airplane and youí re look
ing up at the ground with a whole canopy 
view of nothing but dirt, ití s highly moti
vating,î  Meikle said. ì The simulator tech
nology is really effective at creating an 
environment that feels so real that many 
pilots come out of sim sessions sweating, 
but feeling the g forces add to the efficacy 
of the training.î  FlightSafety has part
nered with Flight Research International, 
based in Mojave, California, to provide 
the in aircraft training to supplement 
simulator training. 

ECONOMICS OFTEN PLAY A PART
For some aircraft operators, these are tough 
times. Infl ation can mean higher costs for 
fuel, insurance, wages, and maintenance, 
and simulator training is often perceived 
to cost more than in aircraft training. 
Depending on the type of aircraft and its 
fuel burn, conducting a single fl ight to meet 
the checkmarks of government required 
recurrent training may be cheaper than 
sending the pilot to simulator training, 
especially when factoring in travel, lodging, 
and meals during off site training. 

However, some of these costs can 
be minimized by taking the ì ground 
schoolî  portion of the course online. 
FlightSafety, for example, offers several 
instructor led LiveLearning classes in 
a videoconferencing format that allows 
students to interact with the instructor 
and other students before they arrive 
at a FlightSafety Learning Center for 
their simulator sessions. The benefi ts 
of interaction with the instructor and 

other studentsó whether online or in 
the classroomó can often offset the hard 
costs of a!ending simulator training. 

ì Thereí s a benefi t in seeing other pilots 
executing the same procedure,î  said 
Meikle. ì If youí re training in the aircraft, 
you usually doní t get to watch some
body else go through the same activity 
to observe their thought process. In the 
simulator, you might pick up something 
as simple as a method for ge!ing ATC to 
stop peppering you with questions while 
youí re trying to deal with an emergency.î

Simulator training is also more efficient 
since there is li!le time spent fl ying from 
one spot to another to perform specifi c 
procedures, such as various approaches 
to landing, which require a trip around 
the pa!ern, or even to another airport 
for each landing. In the simulator, the 
instructor simply resets the program at a 
distance and altitude confi guration that 
allows the student to concentrate on the 
next landing scenario.

There are also insurance consider
ations. Many insurance companies either 
require or provide discount incentives for 
simulator training, and some policies pro
hibit fl ight training in the covered aircraft. 

ì Insurance companies in general are 
risk averse,î  Meikle said. ì If you con
duct advanced training in your aircraft 
and damage occurs, the potential con
sequences range from out of service 
costs such as replacement aircraft dur
ing repairs, or out of pocket costs for 
deductibles and items not covered by the 
insurance carrier or manufacturer main
tenance programs. These costs could be 
signifi cant and could easily exceed the 
cost of the training event in the simulator.î

Another concern with in aircraft train
ing is that it doesní t always correspond 
to standard operating procedures, which 
can affect both how the learning is trans
ferred and the safety of the fl ight. For 
example, if an instructor turns off engine 

ì Sometimes you have 
to make a mistake to 
learn a lesson well, and 
ití s better to make that 
mistake in the simulator 
than in the aircraft. î

Richard Meikle 
Executive Vice President of Operations 
and Safety for FlightSafety International



synchronization because he knows he 
is going to ì failî  an engine (and doesní t 
want to lose power altogether by having 
the other engine match the lower rpm), 
the student now knows an engine fail
ure scenario is imminent. Not only is the 
startle factor gone, but the ì turn off engine 
syncî  step has already been accomplished, 
so the student doesní t do it in training and 
may not transfer that step to a real life sit
uation. The aircraft may also behave dif
ferently during an actual engine out when 
engine sync is not disengaged. In the sim
ulator, the instructor can fail the engine 
with engine sync on, so the step transfer 
and the experience are closer to reality.

WEATHER IS A FACTOR, TOO
One of the biggest benefi ts of simula
tor training is the ability to control the 
weather. Training days arení t cancelled 
for extreme weather; instead, simulator 
instructors can increase the severity of the 
weather gradually throughout a session, 
adding wind and rain as distractions or 

providing low visibility for more realistic 
instrument fl ying scenarios. Wet and icy 
runway conditions can be simulated, as 
can turbulence at high and low altitudes. 

ì We can replicate any weather in the 
simulator that pilots might see in real 
life but that you would never deliberately 
train for in the aircraft,î  Meikle said. ì We 
can run wind shear replications based on 
actual wind shear accidents to train pilots 
how to recognize shear and fl y through it.î

Night fl ying also presents challenges, 
and the sim can be set for night fl ying at any 
time. Not only can pilots use the simulator 
to ì fl yî  into a particular airport at night, 
thus ge"ing a good sight picture of the facil
ity and surrounding lights, but night vision 
goggle (NVG) training is also available for 
operators like helicopter medevacs.

 ì The simulator visuals are just amaz
ing,î  said Meikle. ì You can realistically 
train for everything from an off airport 
medical evacuation to landing on an 
oil rig in a helicopter. Some simulators 
have night vision technology available 

so when pilots look through the NVG, 
they see exactly what they would see in 
the actual aircraft.î

SOME SCENARIOS ARE BEST 
EXPERIENCED ON THE GROUND
While ití s true that simulator training 
has some limitations, countless sce
narios are simply safer to experience on 
the ground before they happen in the air. 
And while rare, emergencies do occur. In 
2016, a fl uid spill in an Embraer ERJ 190
100 regional jet caused near total loss of 
electrical power in fl ight; the prepared 
crew was able to restore enough electri
cal power to safely land the aircraft. 

ì Thereí s a perception by some that 
since these abnormalities doní t happen 
often, pilots can get by with just receiv
ing a checkride,î  said Meikle. ì But there 
are plenty of examples where pilots have 
done the training and checking in the 
aircraft and had a catastrophic event 
because they couldní t effectively simulate 
or evaluate the situation in the aircraft.î

ì The simulator visuals 
are just amazing. You 
can realistically train for 
everything from an o!
airport medical evacuation 
to landing on an oil rig 
in a helicopter. Some 
simulators have night
vision technology available 
so when pilots look 
through the NVG, they see 
exactly what they would 
see in the actual aircraft. î



A h, the freedom of fl ying privately. 
No standing in line at TSA, no 
boarding pass or luggage claim 

tickets, and no announcements selling 
airline branded credit cards just as youí re 
drifting off to sleep. And except during 
takeoff and landings, you can spend the 
entire fl ight with your seat belt off if you 
want to...but do you really want to?

If youí ve spent a lot of time in the air, 
you know that turbulence can occur 
without warning. Sometimes ití s just a 
li#le ripple, and sometimes the aircraft 
can drop signifi cantly. But what causes 
turbulence? And how can you keep your
self and your loved ones safe while still 
enjoying the luxury of fl ying privately?

ITí S A WEATHER THINGÖ
USUALLY
According to weather.gov, turbulence 
is ì the most unpredictable of all the 
weather phenomena that are of signifi 
cance to pilots.î  And while your fl ight 

crew likely has access to turbulence
predicting weather information in the 
cockpit, it might not always be able to 
warn you when turbulence could hit. 

Turbulence generally occurs when 
atmospheric imbalances try to return to 
a steady state. Perhaps thermal activity 
from the sun is warming the ground, caus
ing some pockets of air to rise faster than 
others. Perhaps there is great variability in 
wind speed and direction due to a line of 
thunderstorms in the area. Or perhaps the 
airfl ow is impeded by buildings or moun
tains or disturbed from a passing airplane.

At lower altitudes (below 15,000 feet), 
most turbulence falls into one of four 
categories: mechanical, thermal, frontal, 
and wind shear. Some of these are highly 
predictable and can appear on weather 
charts or on cockpit radar screens. For 
example, mechanical turbulence occurs 
due to friction between fast moving air 
and the ground or objects on the ground, 
so if the wind speed is 20 knots or higher 

and youí re fl ying over hilly or mountain
ous terrain, expect a bumpy ride. If the 
sun has been shining for a while and 
warm ground is causing thermal activ
ity, expect the ride to be even bumpier. If 
there is a line of thunderstorms within a 
20 mile radius indicating frontal activ
ity (though this is not the only indication 
of frontal activity), your fl ight crew will 
likely turn on the ì fasten seat beltî  sign 
as the updrafts and downdrafts associ
ated with thunderstorms can make the 
aircraft drop signifi cantly.

Wind shear, however, can be a tougher 
nut to crack, though the technology for 
detecting it near airports has improved 
over the years. By defi nition, wind shear 
is a change in wind direction or speed 
over a specifi c distance; the more extreme 
the change over a short vertical or hori
zontal distance, the more severe the tur
bulence. Temperature inversions (where 
the air gets warmer as altitude increases, 
instead of ge#ing colder) can create wind 

THE CLICK OF A SEAT BELT
 Bizjet Passengerí s Guide to Turbulence



shear at the top of the inversion layer, 
which can be anywhere from just above 
the surface to several thousand feet up. 
Often, inversions occur at night when 
the ground surface is cooling, and hence 
the air immediately above the surface is 
cool while the air above that is still warm. 
Temperature inversions and the low
level wind shear they produce comprise 
one reason the ì fasten seat beltî  sign is 
illuminated during takeoffs and landings. 

Above 15,000 feet, wind shear can be 
created by a jet streamó a narrow band 
of fastm oving air generated by a signifi 
cant difference in air temperatureó pass
ing through slower moving air masses. 
This is the most common cause of clear 
air turbulence (CAT), a phenomenon that 
often occurs without warning when jets 
are cruising at high altitudes in cloudless 
skies. During CAT, the aircraft may drop 
as much as a few hundred feet in a single 
jolt, with no warning whatsoever. CAT is 
undetectable by onboard weather radar, 
so it is extremely hard to avoid, though 
its shallow nature means that a climb or 
descent of as li"le as 2,000 feet can get the 
aircraft out of the turbulence. 

At any altitude, vortices from passing 
aircraft can create wake turbulence. Like 
a water skier passing over the speedboatí s 

wake, an aircraft passing through another 
aircraftí s wake can produce a ì bump.î  
Unlike the boatí s wake, which spreads 
outward on the waterí s surface, an air
craftí s wake spreads out and falls down
ward, affecting aircraft passing behind 
and below. And while air traffic control
lers may call out ì caution for wake tur
bulenceî  if a larger, heavier aircraft (pro
ducing larger wakes) takes off or lands in 
front of a smaller aircraft, at altitude wake 
turbulence is extremely difficult to detect. 

Often wake turbulence is just an incon
venient bump, but occasionally it can 
result in signifi cant injuries, especially 
for occupants who are not wearing a seat 
belt. In 2017, the crew of a Bombardier 
Challenger 604 business jet lost control 
of the aircraft over the Arabian Sea after it 
passed through wake turbulence from an 
Airbus A380 traveling 1,000 feet above in 
the opposite direction. About 48 seconds 
and nearly 15 nautical miles after the air
craft passed each other, the Challenger 
began a sharp roll to the right, and crew 
inputs could not stop it. According to one 
account, the jet rolled three times while it 
lost 9,000 feet of altitude and fl amed out 
one engine before the crew recovered the 
aircraft and diverted to the nearest air
port. Four of the six passengers and the 

cabin a"endant were standing when the 
incident occurred; all sustained injuries 
and the airframe itself was no longer 
airworthy.

AIRCRAFT ARE BUILT TO 
WITHSTAND TURBULENCE
The good news is that aircraft are built 
to withstand most types of turbulence. 
Even the aforementioned Bombardier 
Challenger with wake turbulence dam
age landed safely, though it never fl ew 
again. Turbulence also factors into your 
fl ight crewí s training, from using the 
onboard avionics to detect and avoid 
turbulence to the procedures once tur
bulence has beset the aircraft. 

ì As part of the discussion on the avi
onics, if the aircraft has the functional
ity to detect wind shear or turbulence, 
we cover it during ground school,î  said 
Richard Meikle, Executive Vice President 
of Operations and Safety at FlightSafety 
International.

At FlightSafety, turbulence is also fac
tored into the simulator training, triggered 
either by the weather phenomena already 
occurring in the scenario or as a separate 
focus item initiated by the instructor.

ì FlightSafetyí s current turbulence 
modeling approach is broken out into 

ì No one is immune to the 
laws of physics, and your net 
worth doesní t change that,...
Since clear air turbulence 
can happen unexpectedly, 
ití s a really good idea to 
keep standing to a minimum 
and fasten your seat belt 
whenever youí re seated in 
any aircraft.î



separate segments that handle differ
ent portions of the overall turbulence 
phenomena,î  said Meikle. ì These con
sist of modules that handle wind gusts, 
low level wind shear, microburst, wake 
vortices, rough air turbulence, clear
air turbulence, and low altitude ter
rain turbulence due to topography and 
buildings.î

Many of the turbulence models at 
FlightSafety were derived by industry 
experts such as NASA, FAA, Boeing, and 
other national research institutes based 
on real life data and events and were vali
dated for realism by comparing 3D mod
eling of the simulator fl ights with the 
actual data. For example, the rough air 
model accurately mimics the randomly 
chaotic nature of this type of turbulence; 
when pilots encounter rough air or other 
types of moderate to severe turbulence, 
they may ask air traffic control for per
mission to climb or descend to another 
altitude to seek smoother air. 

In addition to procedures for handling 
the aircraft during various types of turbu
lence, the crew also rehearses procedures 
for working with cabin crew (if any) and 
providing safety notices to passengers. 
FAA regulations (specifi cally Part 91.107 
for business aircraft) put the onus on the 
pilot to ensure that everyone on board 
(including crewmembers) is provided 
with and uses a seat belt or safety har
ness during aircraft movement, takeoff, 
and landing. On large aircraft, the cabin 
a#endants assist with this duty, but ití s 
still the pilotí s responsibility to ensure 
the safety of the aircraftí s occupants.

ì When the crew experiences turbu
lence in the simulator, the instructor 
notes whether the pilot turned the ë fas
ten seat beltí  sign on or not, and what 
kind of communication they simulate 
making to passengers and cabin crew,î  
said Meikle. ì Ensuring passenger safety 
is core to a pilotí s job.î

PREVENT INJURY—SIT DOWN
AND BUCKLE UP!
A 2021 report from the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 
shows the effectiveness of keeping your 
seat belt fastened. Of the 111 turbulence
related airline incidents studied, nearly 79 
percent resulted in serious injury to just 
the unbelted fl ight a#endant. Only one 
of the 123 people seriously injured during 
these incidents was documented as wear
ing a seat belt.

ì No one is immune to the laws of phys
ics, and your net worth doesní t change 
that,î  said Meikle. ì Since clear air tur
bulence can happen unexpectedly, ití s 
a really good idea to keep standing to 
a minimum and fasten your seat belt 
whenever youí re seated in any aircraft.î

For comfort, Meikle recommends loos
ening the seat belt but by no more than a 
few inches. ì The point of the seat belt is 
to ensure you doní t strike an immoveable 
object like the cabin ceiling,î  Meikle said. 

Securing children in an approved 
safety seat is also important. While FAA 
regulations allow children under the age 
of two to be held on an adultí s lap, this 
is more a nod to airline economics than 
safety. The NTSB noted that there have 
been incidents in which ì caregivers have 
been unable to hold the infants securely 

during the turbulence encounter,î  though 
no serious injuries to those infants were 
recorded during the study timeframe. 

If you fl y a lot, purchase a car seat 
approved for airplane use and let your 
broker or fl ight department know youí ll 
be bringing it along on the fl ight, so the 
crew is prepared to help you install it on 
the airplane.

Keep Fifi  or Fido safe during turbu
lence by bringing a pet carrier or ken
nel, especially if it can be strapped in or 
fi t under a seat. Consider a safety harness 
or restraint for larger animals. 

BOTTOM LINE—TURBULENCE 
CAN BE UNCOMFORTABLE BUT 
SHOULDNí T BE SCARY
Turbulence is a normal occurrence on 
nearly every fl ight. Sometimes the turbu
lence is so slight you doní t notice it; usu
ally, ití s an uncomfortable bumpiness, 
and on rare occasions it could be severe 
enough to cause injury. But your fl ight 
crew is trained to deal with turbulence, 
and you can take steps to keep yourself 
and your loved ones safe if unexpected 
turbulence occurs. All it takes is the click 
of a seat belt. 



RESERVE YOUR COCKPIT  
ETILE TSOM S’YKS EHT ROF 

There’s training to check a box and training for excellence. When training 
to meet a requirement, the result is proficiency. When crew train with the 
best—to be the best—skills are sharpened, preparing them for anything. 
It’s like this: Proficient is capable. Prepared is unshakable. Which do you 
prefer your pilot to be: simply capable or completely unshakable?

To discover more reasons to train with the best, call +1.201.584.8262.  
Or visit FlightSafety.com today.
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!Avantair launches a fractional-share ownership program around the roomy and economi-
cal Piaggio Aero Avanti P.180 twin turboprop, “lowering the cost of private aviation to a 
broader range of consumers.” The Nasdaq-listed, Clearwater, Florida firm would become 
the world’s largest Piaggio Avanti operator.

!Swiss financier Thomas Flohr founds charter operator VistaJet (née Air Executive). The 
following year, the company would launch service in Europe with three owned and 
operated business jets under Maltese registry.

!The Teterboro, New Jersey takeoff crash of a Bombardier Challenger 600 operated by 
Platinum Jet Management injures 20 and reveals criminal violations of FAA Part 135 rules, 
prompting calls for more oversight and regulation of the charter industry and leading to 
prison sentences for the company’s principals.

!Intent on taking advantage of economies of scale, JetDirect Aviation launches its plan to 
create a nationally recognized charter brand and quickly acquires nearly a dozen well-
known charter operators and some 300 managed aircraft.

!DayJet, the would-be shared-flight pioneer, inaugurates regional service with a fleet of Eclipse 
500 very light jets from its Gainesville, Florida headquarters, harnessing both the revolution-
ary VLJ and proprietary software developed to coordinate customer demand and schedule 
DayJet’s flights. Facing operating and financial problems, it would close less than a year later.

!"#$%&'(#)*#+,,%((
Here are some of the key changes we’ve witnessed in the private aviation
field in the two decades since "#$%&'$$!(')!*+,-'.'+ began publishing.
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!The Air Charter Association of North America is established by five charter brokerages 
with the goal of promoting best practices, ethics, and transparency within the unregu$
lated air charter industry, and staving off greater federal regulation.

!Sir Richard Branson’s Virgin USA launches brokerage Virgin Charter. It would close late 
in 2009, citing insufficient sales.

!California-based XOJet introduces transcontinental one-way fixed-price fares—$19,000 
coast-to-coast and $12,000 between the Northeast and South Florida—aboard its owned 
and operated Cessna Citation X fleet, upending an industry accustomed to providing 
customers with opaque and costlier charter pricing. XOJet would later admit that its 
point-to-point fares were priced below cost until about 2013—something competitors 
had long said and grumbled about.

!VistaJet acquires Skyjet International, Bombardier’s charter program, with bases in Farn$
borough, U.K.; Dubai, U.A.E.; and Hong Kong, to support global service, and orders 35 
Bombardier business jets worth $1.2 billion, the airframer’s largest single order to that date.

!The first flight-sharing websites debut, among them JetCharterPool, Jet-It-Together, and 
Cogo Jets—the latter founded by moonlighting Jet Linx Aviation CEO Jamie Walker—aiming 
to let members propose and arrange shared charter flights. Organizers acknowledge the 
challenge of creating the critical customer mass needed for viability.

!Following the collapse of DayJet, its largest client, Eclipse Aviation, on whose wings the 
VLJ revolution rode, is liquidated and its assets auctioned in a Chapter 7 bankruptcy.

!Unable to consolidate and manage its newly acquired aircraft—and reeling from the Great 
Recession’s impact on business aviation—JetDirect declares bankruptcy, leaving large 
sums owed to unsecured creditors and broken charter operators in its wake.

!The National Business Aviation Association, General Aviation Manufacturers As$
sociation, and International Business Aviation Council unveil the Business Aviation 
Commitment on Climate Change, whose goals include reducing the industry’s car$
bon emissions by 50 percent by 2050. The reduction target would be raised to 100 
percent in 2021.

!JetSuite (née Magnum) launches the industry’s first all-light-jet charter service cen$
tered in Southern California aboard Embraer Phenom 100s, offering low-cost access, 
with an airplane—not just a seat—priced as low as $999 from Van Nuys to Las Vegas, 
and flight time at about $3,000 per hour.

!Per-seat pioneer Greenjets launches “more environmentally, socially, and fiscally re$
sponsible” shared charter flights linking New York, Chicago, South Florida, and Boston. 
Memberships cost about $7,000 annually, providing access at about $3,500 between 
New York and South Florida.

!Delta Air Lines rebrands Delta Air Elite, its charter arm, as Delta Private Jets and intro$
duces a jet card, stamping commercial aviation’s imprimatur of approval on business 
aviation’s mass-market potential.

!OurPlane, a program for the Cirrus SR-22 piston single that launched in 2000 with 
hopes of attracting private pilots to fractional ownership, shuts down, citing economic 
conditions.
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!Shanghai hosts the first Asian Business Aviation Convention and Exhibition, co-sponsored 
by the Asian Business Aviation Association and the U.S.-based National Business Avia5
tion Association, heralding the opening of the People’s Republic to general and business 
aviation.

!Hawker Beechcraft declares bankruptcy. Pursuant to restructuring, it rebrands as Beech5
craft Corporation and ceases production of Premier and Hawker business jets, though 
the latter platform would remain a staple of the world’s charter fleet.

!"&-IA(%-&%,*+-%4/06&',(,A4?*8&,?44J*+),(339,3%47*/*+),3%*6*+),(+/,/*%&6-,8*+J',-4,3%47*/5
ers, and memberships offering perks including free shuttle (shared) flights and empty legs, 
and helicopter transfers in select cities.

!Aiming to “democratize" private aviation, Marquis Jet Card co-founder Kenny Dichter 
launches Wheels Up and introduces a membership-based program that charges an initia5
tion fee and annual dues and provides fixed-hourly-rate access to its fleet. The company 
commences operations with regional service aboard King Air 350i twin turboprops.

!Directional Aviation, whose Flight Options fractional program fleet features refurbished 
rather than new aircraft and lags the industry leaders, buys Flexjet, Bombardier’s frac5
tional ownership program, and orders $2.4 billion worth of its Challengers and Learjets.

!Operating a fleet of Pilatus PC-12 single-engine turboprops, California’s Surf Air intro5
duces the subscription-based “all you can fly” shared-flight charter model, with access 
to its network of California-centric locations limited only by the number of reservations 
each of the tiered membership programs provides, with inclusive monthly fees starting 
at about $1,650.

!Amid shareowner lawsuits and incidents that included an aircraft shedding parts in 
flight, Piaggio Avanti fractional ownership program Avantair declares bankruptcy and 
ends operations.

!NetJets unveils its Signature Cabin Series, incorporating customized design and out5
fitting features, as the new standard for all its future deliveries. Bombardier’s Global 
6000, launch platform for the cabin, boasts ostrich-embossed leather upholstery, African 
I(3&8&,E44/,'0%@(6&'9,?%0'.&/,'-&&8,A&-(88*6,-%*A9,(+/,(,'-(-&%44A=

!Having already exited the fractional market, CitationAir by Cessna (née Citation5
Shares), the manufacturer’s one-time fractional/charter program, ceases operations.

!Wheels Up takes private aviation to the mass market, selling jet cards through Costco and 
sponsoring winning racehorse American Pharaoh in the Triple Crown’s Belmont Stakes.

!Magellan Jets introduces the “design your own” jet card, choosing perks and add-ons 
'06.,(',E(*7&/,3&(J,6.(%)&',4%,6(-&)4%1,*+-&%6.(+)&,@&&'9,@%&&,6(-&)4%1,03)%(/&'9,
flight-charge minimums, and fuel-surcharge discounts.

!Flexjet launches its premium Red Label LXi aircraft, with more than 25 custom cabin 
designs, and each aircraft flown by its own dedicated crew.
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!JetSuite launches JetSuiteX (now JSX), a new “public charter operator” model, offering 
scheduled shared flights aboard airline style, all-first-class 30-seat Embraer 135 jets 
from general aviation terminals. Fares on its West Coast route network are as low as 
$109 from Los Angeles to San Francisco, with no membership required.

!Flexjet opens its first private terminal, in Naples, Florida, reflecting growing industry 
focus and investment in upgraded ground services and improved customer experience.

!Amid a global uptick in demand, several charter operators, including Priester Aviation, 
Wheels Up, JetSuite, and XOJet, establish or expand their charter brokerage arms, more 
than one calling it the “fastest growing, year-over-year” part of their business.

!The Department of Transportation issues regulations (Part 295 Air Charter Brokers) de-
signed to increase transparency and strengthen consumer protections. The rules were 
developed partly in response to NTSB safety recommendations arising from the 2006 
Platinum Jet accident.

!Three years after Honda Aircraft certified the HA-420 HondaJet, with its distinctive over-
the-wing-mounted engines, Jet It—based, like the manufacturer, in Greensboro, North 
Carolina—launches a days-based fractional ownership program for the light twinjet.

!An onboard video of an unruly JetSmarter shuttle flight passenger threatening the crew 
and other passengers, forcing an emergency landing, goes viral. It heaps negative atten-
tion on shared flights as JetSmarter itself faces multiplying customer lawsuits alleging 
deceptive sales practices and unmet obligations.

!As the launch customer for the Pilatus PC-24, a highly anticipated light twinjet, Boston-
based fractional program PlaneSense adds the model to its previously all-Pilatus PC-12 
single-engine turboprop fleet.

!VistaJet’s parent company, Dubai-based Vista Group, acquires XOJet and its fleet of midsize 
and super-midsize jets.

!Boeing announces that it is partnering with Aerion Supersonic, developer of the AS2, 
which aims to be the world’s first supersonic (Mach 1.4) business jet, with its first flight 
slated for 2023. The partnership would end and Aerion would close in 2021.

!Vista Group buys reputationally damaged flight booking app JetSmarter, merges it with 
XOJet, and transforms the former midsize-jet operator into a mobile device–based on-
demand charter brokerage, rebranded as XO.

!The World Health Organization’s COVID-19 pandemic declaration in March craters 
aviation activity and threatens the bizav industry’s survival. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, 
and Economic Security Act and Paycheck Protection Program, passed that same month, 
provides some $666 million to business aviation and “helped avert an economic catas-
trophe,” says NBAA CEO Ed Bolen.

!With flight activity decimated by the pandemic, JetSuite files for bankruptcy, declaring 
it had never been profitable, and ceases operations.

!Focused on sustainable travel, Florida-based operator VeriJet launches charter service 
using only single-engine Cirrus SF50 Vision Jets for efficient, low-carbon-footprint 
access.
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July under the UP ticker, the 
first private jet company to get 
a listing on the exchange.

!=7&+<702,)>-7)<2)&;+&13&?).7@
ban mobility revolution, Direc@
tional Aviation’s One Sky Flight 
orders 200 eVTOL aircraft from 
Embraer-backed Eve, to create 
door-to-door travel solutions 
for Flexjet and other Directional 
Aviation customers.

!Shaking off COVID, business avi@
ation records its highest annual 
number of charter and frac@
tional flight hours—2,949,189, 
5.5 percent above the figure for 
2021, the previous record year.

!Facing economic headwinds 
after rapid expansion, Wheels 
Up downscales its operations, 
and founder and CEO Kenny 
Dichter leaves the executive 
suite.

!Unable to pay for its aircraft or 
their maintenance, HondaJet 
fractional program operator 
Jet It, operator of the largest 
U.S. fleet of the distinctive 
twinjets, ceases operations.
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I haven’t flown privately but am 

considering it

!"#

'(2
32

'%2

  I’m not sure how to get started or 
what companies to contact
$$.%'(/$)0&%-$$)%&'$%)$$12%&'"34'%.%
564'&%6)%&'$%73&3#$

  I’m hesitant to pay the price

'42

$%#

%52

$$8$--%&'()%9:%'"3#-%
  25–50 hours 
  51–75 hours 
  76–100 hours 
  More than 100 hours 

34 %

'52
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Here are the results of our 2023 Readers’ Choice survey, which attracted nearly 1,300 
respondents and incorporated many questions that we didn’t ask in previous years. As promised, 
we have made a contribution for every completed survey to Corporate Angel Network, 
which arranges free flights on business aircraft to treatment centers for cancer patients.

!"#$%&'()$*+,-"#

2+3(4+56(*#0"(1+/(7""5(

flying privately?*

What best describes the main reason 

you’re not yet flying privately? 

(asked of those said they haven’t 

flown privately but are considering it)

About how much do you fly 

privately in a typical year?

*Respondents who indicated that they had no plans 
to fly privately are excluded from these stats and 
were not asked any of the questions that follow.

Note: Percentages don’t always total 100 due to rounding and because respondents were allowed to select multiple answers for two questions.
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$$On a friend’s aircraft
  On your company’s aircraft 
  On an aircraft you wholly owned 
  On a charter flight you booked 
  On a colleague’s aircraft 
  On an aircraft you fractionally owned 
  Via a jet card you purchased 

35 %

%&'

(%'

)'

*'

&'
&'

$$!"#
$$+,
  No, but I’m taking flying lessons

61%

34 %

-'

$$!"#
$$+,

68%

%&'

$$Wait times in airports
  Unreliability of flight schedules 
  Lack of privacy 
  Lack of airports near my departure 

points and/or destinations 
  Inadequate onboard amenities/comforts 
  Inability to conduct business onboard 

  More than $500,000 
  $250,000–$500,000 
  $100,000–$249,000 
  $50,000–$99,000 
  Less than $50,000 
$$Nothing, because my

company covers the cost
  Nothing, because I don’t expect to 

fly privately this year 

10%

(&'
(%'

(('

()'

27%

.'
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international private flight?
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personally spend on flying 

35#/.()%#,%>?>@7

The first time you ever 

flew privately was…
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$$Fly via a corporate-owned aircraft 
  Fly in my own aircraft 
  Fly via charter 
  Fly via a jet card or membership club 
  Fly via a fractional-aircraft share you 

purchased
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Aviation
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PlaneSense
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%/# $0# $$# %/%/# $0 $$ %/

Jet Linx 
Aviation

("$+

$%# 3%# %3#$$%# 3% %3 $
Executive Jet
 Management
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Million Air
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Solairus 
Aviation
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Nicholas Air
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Sentient Jet
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Jet Aviation

$$Directly via the flight operator
$$%&'$'$()'*+,*$-*./,*$

!"#

012

$$Continue chartering indefinitely
  Move up to whole ownership of an aircraft
$$3,+4*5$+.$+),$'&*6&5,7$'+$7.8,$9.&5+
  Move up to a fractional jet share
  Move up to a jet card

"$#

:;2

0<2
0;2
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$$Yes, I try to select airports that have 
FBOs I favor, or, at airports with 
multiple FBOs, use ones I prefe#

  No, I don’t
  I don’t know what an FBO is
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If you fly via charter, how do 

you prefer to book flights?

Have you ever used an app to 

book a charter flight?

What is your overall impression of the following business aviation charter, jet card, and 

fractional-share operators?*

Have you ever paid for a private 

flight with cryptocurrency?

Once the technology is a proven success, would 

you consider flying on a pilotless aircraft?

If you fly via charter, do you plan to… Do you try to use favored 

FBOs when booking flights?

AB(,66,5+ Good Fair

C..* Weighted Average**

*Respondents who indicated “Don’t know/not sure” are excluded from the results **Determined by assigning points to ratings: Excellent (4), Good (3), Fair (2), Poor (1)

%(#
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Aircraft model
choices

Availability of aircraft
on short notice

Customer 
service

Peak-day 
policies

Value for 
price paid

Overall 
satisfaction

Airshare
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Clay Lacy 
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Please rate the flight provider you have most experience with on each of these factors:*

* Companies listed are the ones for which we received sufficient response to allow for meaningful results. **Determined by assigning points to ratings: Excellent (4), Good (3), Fair (2), Poor (1)

Excellent Good Fair

Poor Weighted Average**
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If you could regularly fly on any of these aircraft, which would you choose in each category?
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*Results exclude respondents who answered “Don’t know/not sure”  **Determined by assigning points to ratings: Excellent (4), Good (3), Fair (2), Poor (1)
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port system. Often touted as offering the first 
impression visitors arriving by air have of a 
destination, they provide ground handling, 

parking, hangar space, towing, and in most cases fuel for 
aircraft. For passengers, they offer amenities that typically 
include comfortable lobbies and waiting areas, refreshment 
0&'%6" 01%./(%%" +(/3('%6" &/7" +1%3,8('5%('2.+(" &-(/3%" ,'"
concierges. For pilots and crew, there are lounges, snooze 
rooms, flight-planning areas, and courtesy cars.

To determine which FBOs provide the best overall experi5

(/+(%6"!"# sister publication !"#$%#&'()'%*+'$%#&'$,(-*./ has 

conducted an annual survey since 1981. !)- polls a select subset 

of its readers, including pilots, flight schedulers, and dispatch5

ers—those who can evaluate FBOs most knowledgeably. These 

subscribers now have access to a website that allows them to 

rate FBOs at any time during the year, with their latest rating 

of a location replacing any previous one.

!"#$%&'()*+$
,#+-$.,/+
$%&'()*&(+%,-+*.&/0*/1(*/.*/%&*+2+-(&*
publications show which airport 
facilities offer the best services and 
amenities.

8$!9#&:!;<':%*3

!"# $%&'#&()*#+, $%&'#&( *#-.(&/
#0,&$11
)$0,&$2,
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TOP-RATED FBOS IN EUROPE, THE MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA, AND ASIA-PACIFIC

Farnborough Airport
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five years (2018–22) to compile cumulative average scores for 

its latest annual lists of the best FBOs in the Americas and the 

)%,'!*/!'(%!2*)$&3

The magazine asked survey respondents to rate facilities 

they’d used over the past year on a scale of 1 to 5 in the fol4

lowing categories:

!"#$%&$'(")$—competence and professionalism of the workers 

who meet the airplane on the ramp and service it.

*+&&$#,$'%+-$#"."$&—quality of lobbies, lounges, conference 

rooms, and refreshments, as well as availability of ground 

transportation.

*"/0.%+-$#"."$&—the availability and quality of pilot lounges, 

flight-planning facilities, snooze rooms, crew showers, enter4

tainment and recreation offerings, and complimentary crew cars.

1+)"/"."$&—cleanliness, comfort, upkeep, and convenience of 

the location.

23&.0-$'%&$'(")$—professionalism of customer-service represen4

tatives, their familiarity with the local area, and their assistance 

with reservations and catering.

The survey responses show that to be a top-scoring FBO, it is 

not enough to excel in only one of these 

categories. Facilities must demonstrate 

excellence across the board.

The highest-rated FBO in the Ameri4

cas last year, for the third consecutive 

year, was Pentastar Aviation, one of six 

FBOs at Oakland County International 

Airport in Pontiac, Michigan. It gar4

nered an average score of 4.78, placing 

it among the top 10 in all five survey 

categories in !"#’s latest ranking, the 

only location to achieve this distinction.

The company, which will celebrate 

its 60th anniversary next year, offers 

a variety of uncommon services, in4

cluding what is likely the only FBO-

operated jetway in the U.S. It is at4

tached to the Stargate, a two-story, 

10,000-square-foot terminal with its 

own baggage carousel that is used 

for big charter groups such as sports 

teams as well as for large government 

aircraft. Another feature that sets the 

Pentastar operation apart is its FiveStar 

Gourmet division, which provides in4

flight catering for aircraft operators as 

well as meals for FBO customers and 

airport workers. Due to its popularity, 

it has even expanded its service to other airports in the area.

Open and staffed 24/7, the complex includes 155,000 square feet 

of hangar space and 10 acres of reinforced ramp space. The com4

pany has acquired one of the last remaining parcels of undeveloped 

land at its airport and will soon begin work on an $11 million ex4

pansion project that will add a pair of 25,000-square-foot hangars 

and 8,000 square feet of passenger lounges and office space.

The 2023 !"# FBO survey turned out to be a close contest, 

with Pentastar just edging out American Aero at Fort Worth 

Meacham International Airport and Sheltair at Florida’s Tampa 

International, which tied for second place with a score of 4.74. 

Outside the Americas, European locations dominated the 

highest rungs on the list, taking seven of the top nine posi4

tions. London-area Farnborough Airport earned a 4.69, good 

enough to place it among the top 5 percent of FBOs worldwide. 

It ranked third overall this year in pilot amenities, second in 

passenger amenities, and first in facilities.

Its three-story, 52,000-square-foot terminal features VIP 

customer lounges that can accommodate up to 60 people for 

high-capacity flights, plus conference rooms, crew lounge and 

snooze rooms, a work area, passenger and crew shower facili4

!"#FBO IN THE AMERICAS!!|!!TPA!!|!!TAMPA$#FL

THANK YOU FOR RANKING SHELTAIR AS ONE OF THE
BEST FBO NETWORKS IN THE AMERICAS!

TOP#%& BJC | FLL!!!!!TOP#'(& ORL | JAX!!!!
TOP#"(& DAB | SAV | PIE | ECP

ABOVE & BEYOND Marc Joseph - PMP  |  Johanna Echeto - ORL  
Jessica Blakeman - OCF  |  Denise Ortiz - LAL  |  Ciara Read - FLL 

Christina Sanders - JAX   |  Sebastian Rose - DAB  
Hannah Branda - TPA  |  Ashley Rainer - BJC

sheltairaviat ion.com

http://www.sheltairaviation.com
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Ití s wonderful that organizations like the Corporate 

Angel Network are able to help connect those most 

in need of fl ights to those who are fl ying.

-Henry Maier, President and CEO, FedEx Ground

Westchester County Airport  |  White Plains, NY  |  (914) 328 1313

Cancer Patients

Fly Free
Can You Spare a Seat? 
Corporate Angel Network (CAN) is a 501(c)(3) 
nonprofit organization whose mission is to provide 
cancer patients with free transportation to treatment 
centers throughout the United States. 

CAN works with corporate flight departments 
to match scheduled business trips with patient 
requests. Thanks to the generous support of over 
500 partners, CAN has coordinated more than 
67,000 flights.

Contact CAN to learn more about becoming a 
partner or to make a personal or corporate donation 
to support the mission.

corpangelnetwork.org

http://corpangelnetwork.org
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$%&''()*+,&-+.)+.(-'/.)0+&-+%0/(1&'20-3+$2.-2+45+-0.6()*+2%0+705+
,.128+.4&92+2%0+.(-,-.:0-8+;%&80+'-&69128+5&9<-0+1&)8(60-()*=

!"#$%&'()*+,))&-*%.%"/0&
!"+(/".0(%,%)&"0&"&12"+.,

!"#$%&'"&'(')%*+",(+"-,(*'(.#-&/(0.'
conglomerate that launched its first 
/(&&.,1.#'2.+3'+4.'!5663'",'789:;'<4.'
model was the world’s first wide=
$->?3'+@",=.,1",.'/(&&.,1.#'2.+'
and marked the initial offering from 
@4(+'@-%*>'$.0-).'A%#-/.B&'*(#1=
est aerospace and defense company.

Airbus forayed into the corporate jet 
)(#C.+'",'78893'(,>'+->(?'+4.'!"#$%&'
Corporate Jets business unit offers the 
!DE'<@-<@.,+?3'!DE578,.-3'!DE=
5:6,.-3'!DE556,.-3'(,>'!DE5F6'GHI;

<4.'0-)/(,?3'@4"04')(",+(",&'
#-%14*?'7J6'1*-$(*'*-0(+"-,&3'4(&'
delivered close to 13,000 aircraft 
since the launch of the A300.

!"#$%&'K.*"0-/+.#&'"&'+4.'#-+-#=
craft wing of Airbus. It was founded 
(&'A%#-0-/+.#'L#-%/'(,>'@(&'#.=
$#(,>.>'(&'!"#$%&'K.*"0-/+.#&'",'
:67M;'<4.'0-)/(,?'(,>'"+&'/#.>.=
cessor firms have been pioneers in 
rotorcraft development for decades. 
In both civil and military applica=
+"-,&3'!"#$%&B&'4.*"0-/+.#&'4(N.'
$..,'$.&+&.**.#&'@"+4'('#./%+(+"-,'
for ruggedness and durability.

<4.'/#->%0+'*",.'",0*%>.&'.,+#".&'
",'+4.'",+.#).>"(+.=&",1*.3'*"14+=
+@",3').>"%)3'&%/.#=).>"%)3'(,>'
heavy segments. In 2017, Airbus 
K.*"0-/+.#&'*(%,04.>'+4.'!"#$%&'
D-#/-#(+.'K.*"0-/+.#&'$%&",.&&'%,"+3'
('*%O%#?'0-#/-#(+.'4.*"0-/+.#'>.N.*=
opment wing, positioning an offer=
ing in every segment from inter=
).>"(+.'&",1*.'+-'&%/.#=).>"%);'

!"#$%&
#$%&'(')+>?@A+
*+B+#&9/&980C+D-.)10
,-.B+E9(//.9:0+D.9-5
-/01$2((3B+>F>CAAA
4&5$B+.(-498=1&: , +33 (0) 4 42 85 85 85

!"#$%&'()*"+,-.)#&
#$%&'(': 1992 
*+B+G.-(*).)0C+D-.)10
,-.B+!-9)&+HI0)
-/01$2((3: 20,000
4&5$B+.(-498=1&: , +33 (0) 4 42 85 85 85

Bell, a subsidiary of Textron since 
1960, is an aerospace manufacturer 
+4(+'4(&'>.N.*-/.>'0"N"*"(,'(,>')"*"=
tary aircraft and rotorcraft since 1935.

In 1976, Textron rebranded the 
I.**'K.*"0-/+.#'>"N"&"-,'(&'I.**'K.=
*"0-/+.#'<.O+#-,;'<4"&'>.&"1,(=
+"-,'#.)(",.>'%,+"*':67J'@4.,'
+4.'0-)/(,?'@(&'#.,().>'I.**;

Currently, it manufactures the 
F6F3'M693'M:83'M7:3'(,>'F:F'#-+-#=
craft for the civilian market. Maxi=
mum passenger counts range from 
four in the 505 to 16 in the 525, 
@4"04'"&'.O/.0+.>'+-'#.0."N.'P!!'
certification this year. The com=
/(,?'"&'(*&-'>.N.*-/",1'%,)(,,.>'
(.#"(*'N.4"0*.&'0(**.>'!%+-,-)-%&'
Pod Transports for cargo delivery.

$)**
#$%&'(': 1935 
*+B+D&-2+J&-2%
67(38'(&9:;&':,-.B+K(8.+L2%0-2&)
-/01$2((3B+@CAAA+
4&5$) bellflight.com, (817) 280-2011
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3/-705$/&38#015$1-0#44'0#15$-(9$3&+2
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'01$+#/)#/$>'0"$E3F&((#44$F&6)4-1$
in 1997. Its civil aircraft offerings 
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GJG<$!"#$GHG$"-1$?##($-$?#101#44#/$
since its first flight in 1967, with 
+&/#$0"-($AK5LKK$9#4';#/'#1$0&$9-0#<
!"#$3&+,-(.D1$3';'4'-($-'/3/-70$
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vice in 1972 with a Falcon 20 fleet, 
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*FF'-5(B&-'/&5(&/'&$-&5&%'/&58(0&'($'
)*GH,'3$%'-.&'!370"$'+FFF'1(%/(I&'
twinjet joined the fleet in 1995.
E.&'#7-53:7"$J:53$J&'!370"$'KL'

trijet, the first fly-by-wire busi:
$&//'B&-,'&$-&5&%'/&58(0&'($'+FFK<'
E.&'7"$J&5:53$J&'GL'&$-&5&%'/&5:
8(0&'($'+F)H<'M$'+F)G,'-.&'3(56531&5'
%&9#-&%'-.&'!370"$'HL,'/73-&%'6"5'
/&58(0&'&$-54'($'+F+N<'E.&'0"123$4'
introduced a new flagship, the large-
039($,'7"$J:53$J&'!370"$')FL'-O($:
B&-,'($'+F+)<'?&7(8&5(&/'"6'-.3-'3(50536-'
35&'&>2&0-&%'-"'9&J($'($'+F+P<
?3//3#7-Q/'25"%#0-'7($&'($07#%&/'

-.&'!370"$'+FFFRLS'/#2&5:1(%'
-O($B&-,'!370"$'*FFRL'735J&:
039($'-5(B&-,'3$%'!370"$'KL'3$%'
GL'#7-53:7"$J:53$J&'-5(B&-/<'

!"##"$%&
#$%&'(')*$%&%'
+,)'()*+,
-./012/&*/&'*-34)'-*+.'#*)//+0*
3256$7((8)*$&1233'
9&:$: dassault-aviation.com,
455'637'$'28'$$'23'33

A'%(8(/("$'"6'T53I(7(3$'3(50536-'
13$#630-#5&5'=1953&5,'=1953&5'
=>&0#-(8&'C&-/'U==CV'25"%#0&/'9#/(:
$&//'3(50536-'/23$$($J'-.&'7(J.-:
B&-'-"'735J&:039($'03-&J"5(&/<
=/-397(/.&%'($'+FFP,'(-'($-5":

%#0&%'-.&'07&3$:/.&&-'@.&$"1')FF'
WRC'3$%'@.&$"1'NFF'7(J.-'B&-/'-.3-'
same year. The flagship Lineage 
)FFF,'3')*:23//&$J&5'%&5(83-(8&'"6'
(-/'=)*F'3(57($&5,'%&9#-&%'($'+FFH<

EEJ brought fly-by-wire to mid:
/(I&'B&-/'O(-.'-.&'R&J304'XPF'3$%'
PFF'($'+FFG<'E.&'R&J304'HPF,'3$'
#2J53%&%'%&5(83-(8&'"6'-.&'R&J304'
HFF,'%&9#-&%'($'+FF*<'A'8"-&'"6'
confidence came in 2010 with a firm 
order from fractional fleet opera:
-"5'Y&-C&-/'6"5'PF'@.&$"1'NFF/'3$%'
"2-("$/'"$'3$'3%%(-("$37'KPZ3'
%&37'O"5-.'1"5&'-.3$'[)'9(77("$<

A fleet-refreshment program begat 
-.&'R($&3J&')FFF=\'-.&'@.&$"1')FF=,'
3$%')FF=W\'-.&'R&J304'HPF=\'3$%'
-.&'@.&$"1'NFF=<'M$'+F+F,'=1:
953&5'3$$"#$0&%'-.3-'(-'O3/'%(/:
0"$-($#($J'(-/'R&J304'XPF,'PFF,'3$%'
HPF,'3/'O&77'3/'-.&'R($&3J&')FFF<'
D#55&$-'25"%#0-("$'9#/($&//'3(5:

0536-'($07#%&'-.&')FF=W,'-.&'NFF=,'
-.&'1(%/(I&'@53&-"5'PFF,'3$%'-.&'
/#2&5:1(%/(I&'@53&-"5'HFF<

'()*"'*+','-$&./'+0'&#
#$%&'(')*$%9%'
+,) Sao Paulo
;1(80'(&<*/&'*-34)*Francisco Gomes Neto
3256$7((8)*$:1333
9&:$)*embraer.com, +55 12 3927 1000

!"1'*
#$%&'(')*$:95'
+,) Orly, France
-34)*;+<+0*'=)>)?
3256$7((8)*9,500 
9&:$) daher.com, 33 (0) 1 49 75 98 00

Daher is a diversified aircraft manu:
630-#5($J,'3&5"/230&'&]#(21&$-'3$%'
/4/-&1/,'3$%'7"J(/-(0/'3$%'/#2274:
0.3($:/&58(0&/'0"123$4'O."/&'5""-/'
%3-&'930;'-"')*))'O(-.'-.&'6"#$%:
($J'"6'-.&'^"53$&:S3#7$(&5'A(50536-'
D"123$4<'M-'25"%#0&/'-.&'_"%(3;'
3$%'ET^'7($&/'"6'/($J7&:&$J($&'
-#59"25"2/'3$%'13$#630-#5&/'0"1:
2"$&$-/'6"5'"-.&5'3(56531&5/<
E"'1&&-'J5"O($J'%&13$%'6"5'(-/'

_"%(3;'3$%'ET^'3(50536-,'?3.&5'273$/'
-"'"2&$'25"%#0-("$'7($&/'($'S-#35-,'
!7"5(%3,'($'39"#-'-O"'"5'-.5&&'4&35/<'
E.(/'O(77'/#227&1&$-'_"%(3;'13$#:
630-#5($J'($'S3$%2"($-,'M%3.",'3$%'
ET^'25"%#0-("$'($'E359&/,'!53$0&<'''
M$'C#74,'?3.&5'%&7(8&5&%'-.&'GF-.'

ET^'*HF,'(-/'73-&/-'1"%&7'3$%'37/"'
-.&'XGG-.'"6'-.&'*FF'/&5(&/'-"'&$-&5'
/&58(0&<'E.&'*HF'(/'&]#(22&%'O(-.'
Hartzell’s Raptor composite five-
973%&'25"2&77&5,'O.(0.'&$397&/']#(&-&5'
"2&53-("$'3$%'(125"8&%'2&56"513$0&,'
3$%'`351($Q/'A#-"73$%'/4/-&1<
^"5&'-.3$'N+P'_"%(3;/'.38&'9&&$'

%&7(8&5&%'-"'%3-&<'EO"'8&5/("$/'35&'
383(7397&,'-.&'S&5(&/'MMM,'O.(0.'03$'9&'
equipped with floats, and the 900, 
O.(0.'.3/'3'1"5&'2"O&56#7'@53--'
a'b.(-$&4'D3$3%3'@EH'&$J($&'3$%'
flies more than 30 knots faster.
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!"#$%&'()*
#$%&'(')*+,!-*
./)*0121&&134*5($6781
96(:8'(&;)*<16=*>%6&:
?@AB$C((:)*+"4DDD
E&F$)*7%BF:;6(1@GH$@4*I-DDJ*-+DKL-!"

"!#$%$&$'(!')!*+,+!#-)-(&-!.'(/01.2
/'0!3-(-014!56(17$.&8!394)&/0-17!
"-0'&:1.-!)'.9&-&!'(!/;-!410<-2.1=$(!
710>-/+!?/!@1&!-&/1=4$&;-#!$(!ABCD!1&!
1(!'9/<0'@/;!')!309771(!"$0.01)/!
E(<$(--0$(<+!?(!ABFF8!$/!7'%-#!$/&!
.$%$421$0.01)/!:0'#9./$'(!/'!,1%1((1;8!
3-'0<$1G!1(#!$(!ABHD8!/;-!394)&/0-17!
4$(-!@1&!:90.;1&-#!=6!"7-0$.1(!I-/!
?(#9&/0$-&8!;-1#-#!=6!"44-(!J194&'(+
?(!/;-!ABDK&8!/;-!3???!.17-!/'!

710>-/8!1&!#$#!/;-!394)&/0-17!?L+!
M;06&4-0!='9<;/!/;-!.'7:1(6!1(#!
/;-(!J194&'(!0-:90.;1&-#!$/!@$/;!
a private equity firm. The 1990s 
brought Gulfstream’s first sales 
.'(/01./!@$/;!N-/I-/&8!/;-!#-=9/!')!
/;-!3L8!1(#!$(!ABBB8!/;-!.'7:1(6O&!
:90.;1&-!=6!3-(-014!56(17$.&+
?(!/;-!PKKK&8!394)&/0-17!='9<;/!

3141Q6!"-0'&:1.-8!#-%-4':$(<!$/&!
7$#&$R-!S-/&!$(/'!/;-!3AKK!1(#!
3PKK+!?/!14&'!$(/0'#9.-#!/;-!3CCK8!
3FCK8!FCKET8!3CKK!1(#!3FKK+

The product line now includes the 
&9:-027$#&$R-!3PDKG!/;-!3CKKUFKK!
4'(<201(<-!S-/&G!1(#!/;-!FCKET8!/;-!
current flagship ultra-long-range 
S-/8!@$/;!H8CKK2(19/$.1427$4-!01(<-+!
?(!PKPA8!394)&/0-17!0-%-14-#!/@'!

1##$/$'(&!/'!$/&!)17$46!')!410<-2
.1=$(!S-/&V!/;-!3DKK!1(#!/;-!3WKK+!

X'(#1!"$0.01)/!M'7:1(6!71(92
)1./90-&!/;-!X"2WPK!X'(#1I-/+!
The model was first delivered in 
PKAC!1(#!=6!PKAH!@1&!/;-!@'04#O&!
most-delivered light jet. The cur2
0-(/!$/-01/$'(!')!/;-!1$0.01)/!$&!/;-!
HondaJet Elite S. The twinjet fea2
/90-&!1!:1/-(/-#!'%-02/;-2@$(<!
-(<$(-!7'9(/!1&!@-44!1&!/90=')1(&!
/;1/!/;-!1$0)017-0O&!:10-(/8!I1:1(O&!
X'(#1!Y'/'0!M'7:1(68!#-%-4':-#!$(!
:10/(-0&;$:!@$/;!3-(-014!E4-./0$.+
?(!PKPA8!X'(#1!9(%-$4-#!1!.'(.-:/!

for its next aircraft. The HondaJet 
PFKK!@'94#!=-!1!410<-0!4$<;/!S-/!@$/;!
1!/01(&.'(/$(-(/14!01(<-!')!P8FPC!
(19/$.14!7$4-&!1(#!1!7$#&$R-2S-/!
.1=$(!/;1/!&-1/&!9:!/'!AA!:1&&-(<-0&+!

The design is similar to that of the 
'0$<$(14!X'(#1I-/!X"2WPK8!@$/;!/;-!
'%-02/;-2@$(<!-(<$(-!7'9(/&+!J-02
)'071(.-!<'14&!$(.49#-!1!71Q$797!
.09$&-!&:--#!')!WCK!>('/&!1(#!1!71Q2
$797!14/$/9#-!')!WH8KKK!)--/+!Z'0!/;-!
X'(#1I-/!PFKK8!/;-!)9&-41<-!@$44!=-!
7'0-!'%142&;1:-#8!$(.0-1&$(<!;-1#2
0''7!1(#!&;'94#-0!&:1.-!1/!&-1/&+!
[-&$#-&!:0'#9.$(<!/;-!X"2WPK!

HondaJet, the company offers 
X'(#1I-/!71$(/-(1(.-!1(#!9:2
<01#-&!1/!$/&!N'0/;!M10'4$(1!)1.2
/'06O&!71$(/-(1(.-!)1.$4$/6+

+,-.)/)0'1')$&
#$%&'(')*MDDN*
./)*56((&:O$6$4*P$6;3*Q16$B8&1
96(:8'(&;*1&'*Q?R)*.8'(;$*S1@1:1=8
?@AB$C((:)*+4!DD
E&F$)*3$&'1T(;GH$@4*I""NJ*NNMKDMLN

\-'(10#'!$&!1!794/$(1/$'(14!1-0'&:1.-!
1(#!#-)-(&-!'0<1($R1/$'(+!?/!$&!'(-!')!
/;-!@'04#O&!410<-&/!#-)-(&-!.'(/01.2
/'0&!1(#!71(9)1./90-&!1!@$#-!%10$-/6!
of rotorcraft and fixed-wing aircraft 
)'0!.$%$4!1(#!7$4$/106!1::4$.1/$'(&+!
Z'07-046!Z$(7-..1($.18!\-'(2

10#'!@1&!)'9(#-#!$(!ABWD+!"<9&/1!
0-:0-&-(/-#!/;-!0'/'0.01)/!=01(.;!')!
/;-!=9&$(-&&8!@;$.;!=-<1(!#-%-4':2
$(<!1(#!71(9)1./90$(<!;-4$.':/-0&!
$(!ABCP!9(#-0!4$.-(&-!)0'7![-44+!

Agusta first flew the A109 in 1976. 
"!4$<;/@-$<;/8!/@$(2-(<$(-!9/$42
$/6!;-4$.':/-08!/;-!"AKB!;1&!:0'%-(!
/'!=-!/;-!.'7:1(6O&!=-&/&-44-0!
1(#!$&!&/$44!71(9)1./90-#!/'#16+
\-'(10#'O&!4-<1.6!.'7:1($-&!9(2

#-0@-(/!)0-]9-(/!0-'0<1($R1/$'(&8!
7-0<-0&8!1(#!#$%-&/7-(/&!)0'7!ABFK!
through the 1980s. The venture was 
'0$<$(1446!1!CKUCK!7-0<-08!=9/!Z$(2
7-..1($.1!=-.17-!/;-!&'4-!'@(-0!')!
/;-!"<9&/1^-&/41(#!=01(#!$(!PKKW+!
\-'(10#'!:0'#9.-&!/;-!"^AKB,8!

"^AAB_Q8!"^A`B8!"^AFB8!"^ADB8!
1(#!"^AKA!)'0!.$%$4$1(!1::4$.1/$'(&+
?/!':-01/-&!)0'7!7'0-!/;1(!ACK!<4'=14!
4'.1/$'(&!1(#!;1&!1!410<-!;-4$.':/-0!
1&&-7=468!&9::'0/8!-(<$(--0$(<8!1(#!
/01$($(<!)1.$4$/6!$(!J;$41#-4:;$1+

#(,-)'.,
#$%&'(')*+,L-*
./)*U$@(
Q?R)*VB(::1&'6$*96$F%@$
?@AB$C((:)*!D4LDD
E&F$)*B($&16'$GH$@4*W",*DN*"MLX"+
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!"#$$"%&'($#)&*+%,-.")$&#"+.+#/0&
()$")(1&#),&#"+/+#2(1&")&34356&&
70&()0(+(,&")0%&#&*#+0)(+18"*&9"08&

:#0(1&;(#+<(0&")&34=>&0%&'($")&08(&,(?
@(A%*2()0&%/&08(&09")?()$")(&*-18?
(+?*+%*(AA(+&0-+'%*+%*&!63=B&C@#)0"6&
;(#+<(0&9"08,+(9&/+%2&08(&*+%<(.0&")&
34=DE&#),&08(&#"+.+#/0&+(.("@(,&FCC&
certification in 1990. As of December 
GBGBE&!"#$$"%&8#,&'-"A0&#**+%H"?
2#0(AI&G5B&.%*"(1&%/&08(&2%,(A6&J8(&
#"+.+#/0&"1&%)&"01&08"+,&"0(+#0"%)E&98".8&
"1&.#AA(,&08(&KLM6&70&8#1&#&2#H"2-2&
1*((,&%/&NBG&O)%01&#0&N3EBBB&/((06&
P"08&#&08+((?A"/0")$&1-+/#.(&,(1"$)&
Q.#)#+,E&9")$E&#),&8%+"R%)0#A&10#?
'"A"R(+S&08(&C@#)0"&1*%+01&#&0"2(A(11&
2%,(+)&#**(#+#).(&98"A(&*+%@",")$&
1-*(+"%+&*(+/%+2#).(&.%2*#+(,&9"08&
.%2*(0")$&#"+.+#/0E&").A-,")$&2#)I&
0I*(1&%/&A"$80&<(016&J8(&C@#)0"T1&1*#?
."%-1&.#'")&"1&#A1%&#&O(I&1(AA")$&*%")06&
J8(&.%2*#)I&9#1&,(.A#+(,&")?

1%A@()0&")&GB3=&#),&.-++()0AI&%*(+?
#0(1&-),(+&1*(."#A&#,2")"10+#0"%)&
while it attempts to find a buyer.  

!"#$$"%&#'(%)!#*'
#$%&'(')*+,,"*
-.)*/0112&$32*'4516(&72*8923$&2:;*<=21>
?@=A2$A'0&2A>*B$CC0DD0$&(A)*/0&B(&E$*
F0B2D=A$
?CG1$>((D)*H!I
<&J$)*G02770$2(A$DG2B(K0=;*8!L+:*M!NOI+I"

!"+#,-)&#"(*(#.,
#$%&'(')*+HNH*
-.)*9=2&D;*9P0=E(A12&'
Q?R)*S2AT%D*U%BV(A
?CG1$>((D)*M;III
<&J$)*pilatus-aircraft.com, 
8,II:*W"!OM,,W*8XK9K:;*Y"+*"+*L+H*L!*,I

!"A#0-1&C"+.+#/0&'($#)&2#)-/#.0-+?
")$&2"A"0#+I&0+#")")$&#"+*A#)(1&")&08(&
34NB1&#),&A#-).8(,&08(&A($(),#+I&
PC-6 Porter short-takeoff-and-
A#),")$&#"+.+#/0&")&34DB6&J%,#IE&08(&
.%2*#)I&"1&'(10&O)%9)&/%+&"01&0-+'%?
*+%*&2"A"0#+I&0+#")(+1&#),&"01&!U?3G&
1")$A(?()$")(&'-1")(11&#),&-0"A"0I&
0-+'%*+%*E&98".8&()0(+(,&1(+@".(&")&
344N6&!"A#0-1&8#1&1").(&,(A"@(+(,&3E4BB&
%/&08(&#"+.+#/0E&98%1(&)(9(10&"0(+#?
0"%)E&08(&!U?3G&V:WE&/(#0-+(1&#&2%+(&
*%9(+/-A&!+#00&X&P8"0)(I&!JDK?
DYW!&()$")(E&1")$A(?A(@(+&*%9(+&
.%)0+%AE&#),&A#+$(+&.#'")&9"),%916&
7)&GB3=E&08(&.%2*#)I&'($#)&,(?

A"@(+"(1&%/&"01&09")?()$")(&!U?GN&
Z-*(+&L(+1#0"A(&[(0E&#)&#"+.+#/0&.#*#'A(&
of takeoff and landing on unim?
proved, rough airfields and hauling 
%-01"R(,&.#+$%E&08#)O1&0%&#)&%@(+?
sized rear cargo door and flexible 
.#'")&A#I%-06&J8(&1")$A(?*"A%0&!U?
24 can fly 2,000 nautical miles and 
#0&.+-"1(&1*((,1&-*&0%&NNB&O)%016&
!"A#0-1&(H*(.01&0%&,(A"@(+&"01&

GBB08&!U?GN&08"1&I(#+E&#&+(2#+O?
#'A(&+#0(&%/&*+%,-.0"%)&/%+&#&)(9&
.A(#)?18((0&'-1")(11&<(0&,(1"$)6

/0&1'+"*%!,'()
#$%&'(')*+H!!*
-.)*S(D2;*5A0E$&2
9$1(*'0A(B=$A)*512&*Q2AA
?CG1$>((D)*M!I
<&J$)*C'V(10B$G=(ADKB$C;*8",I:*N"LOLNII

MD Helicopters traces its roots 
back to 1955 when the Hughes Tool 
Company’s Aircraft Division began 
,(@(A%*")$&A"$80&8(A".%*0(+16&C/0(+&
2%+(&08#)&1"H&,(.#,(1&#),&#&1(?
+"(1&%/&2(+$(+1&#),&,"@(102()01E&"0&
9#1&+(.#*"0#A"R(,&#1&#)&"),(*()?
,()0&.%2*#)I&")&GBB56&Z").(&08()E&
it has grown its global fleet pres?
().(&0%&2%+(&08#)&GE5BB&#"+.+#/06
C/0(+&1-..(11(1&9"08&08(&."@"A&#),&

military rotorcraft, Hughes sold its 
helicopter division to McDonnell 
Douglas in 1984. In 1997, McDon?
nell Douglas and Boeing merged, 
becoming the Boeing Company. 

In 1999, Boeing sold the commer?
."#A&+%0%+.+#/0&A")(1&/%+2(+AI&*+%,-.(,&
by McDonnell Douglas to MD Heli?
copter Holdings. MD now owned pro?
duction of the MD 500E, 530F, 520N, 
and 600N, as well as the MD Explorer 
1(+"(1&%/&09")?()$")(&+%0%+.+#/06

Lynn Tilton acquired MD in 2005, 
'-0&")&GBGB&18(&+(A")\-"18(,&.%)?
0+%A&%/&08(&.%2*#)I&/%AA%9")$&+-A?
ings by a bankruptcy court. MD filed 
/%+&U8#*0(+&33&'#)O+-*0.I&")&GBGG6&
U"@"A"#)&+%0%+.+#/0&.-++()0AI&")&

*+%,-.0"%)&").A-,(&08(&1")$A(?
engine MD 500E and 530F. The 
5BB&1(+"(1&"1&1%A,&0%&'%08&2"A"?
0#+I&#),&."@"A"#)&.-10%2(+16
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!"#$%&"'&'("))&#$%*+#'&,$'(&-./0.&
1/%&,2")3".4&5/%$&(*+.&678999&/1&
"('&'"5#)$&+.3&".$:#$.'";$&#"'<
(/.&'".4)$<$.4".$8&(0/<'$+(&=2,'&
,$(0$$.&>?@A&+.3&>?BCD&E*$&"F/."F&
G$))/0&1+,%"F8&H(+")<3%+44$%I&)+.3<
".4&4$+%&+"%F%+1(&3"'("))'&(*$&$'<
'$.F$&/1&#2%$&H'("F-&+.3&%233$%I&
flying in its most basic form. 
E/3+G8&(*$&F/5#+.G&,2")3'&+&12))&

)".$&/1&#"'(/.&'".4)$&+.3&(0".<$.<
4".$&+"%F%+1(D&E*/'$&5/3$)'&".F)23$&
#"'(/.&'".4)$'&!")/(&>99"8&J%F*$%8&
+.3&#%$''2%"K$3&L@79&+.3&#"'(/.&
(0".'&M$5"./)$&+.3&M$.$F+D&!"#$%&
+)'/&,2")3'&(0/&5/3$)'&/1&(2%,/#%/#&
'".4)$'&,+'$3&/.&(*$&L@79&12'$<
)+4$8&(*$&L799&+.3&LA99NMOMD&E*$&
'":<'$+(&LA99NMOM&F%2"'$'&+(&6CB&
-./('&+.3&"'&$P2"##$3&0"(*&+3;+.F$3&
+;"/."F'&".F)23".4&(*$&Q+%5".&J2<
(/)+.3&'G'($58&F+))$3&RJOS8&0*"F*&
F+.&+2(/5+("F+))G&)+.3&(*$&+"%F%+1(&
".&(*$&$;$.(&/1&#")/(&".F+#+F"(+("/.D
E*$&F/5#+.G&"'&F2%%$.()G&/0.$3&

,G&(*$&T%2.$"&L"."'(%G&/1&U".+.F$D&
R+''+.+)&T/)-"+*8&(*$&M2)(+.&/1&
T%2.$"8&"'&+.&+FF/5#)"'*$3&#")/(&
who flies his own Boeing 747.

!"!#$%&"$'$&()
#$%&'(')"*+,-"
./)"0(1$"2(3456"#7$18'3
91(:8'(&;"3&'"<=>)"?$5&"<3743@&$
=AB7$C((:)"!D,
E&F$)"B8B(1G4$A6 HI--J"I-+KL,-!

O/F-*$$3&L+%(".&+FP2"%$3&M"-/%<
'-G&1/%&V?&,"))"/.&".&69>7D&!%/<
32F("/.&/1&"('&F";")&5/3$)'8&(*$&
M<CAW&5$3"25&(0".&+.3&(*$&M<?6J&
*$+;G&(0".8&*+'&)+.42"'*$3&32$&
(/&+&F/5,".+("/.&/1&F/%#/%+($&%$<
'/2%F".4&#%"/%"("$'8&XDMD&%$42)+<
(/%G&F*+.4$'8&+.3&5+%-$(&1/%F$'D
M"-/%'-G&5+3$&(*$&'(%+($4"F&3$F"<

'"/.&./(&(/&,%".4&(*$&M<CAW&".(/&
F/5#)"+.F$&0"(*&.$0&UJJ&F%+'*0/%<
(*G&12$)&(+.-&'(+.3+%3'8&$''$.("+))G&
$.3".4&"('&+,")"(G&(/&'$))&(*+(&+"%F%+1(&
in the U.S. market and effectively 
$.3".4&"('&#%/32F("/.D&
L$+.0*")$8&)/.4<#%/5"'$3&2#<

4%+3$'&1/%&(*$&M<?6J&*+;$&,$$.&')/0&
".&F/5".4&,$F+2'$&/1&(*$&%$F$.(&
weakness of the offshore energy 
5+%-$(8&0*"F*&%$32F$3&F2'(/5$%&
3$5+.3D&M"-/%'-G&3$)";$%$3&Y2'(&1/2%&
.$0&M<?6J'&".&696>&+.3&+../2.F$3&
(*$&F)/'2%$&/1&"('&=/+($';"))$8&!$..<
'G);+."+&#)+.(8&0*"F*&*+3&,$$.&(*$&
*2,&/1&"('&F";")&*$)"F/#($%&#%/32F("/.D&

*"+,$*+-
#$%&'(')"*+,!"
./)"Stratford, Connecticut
91(:8'(&;)"93%7"M(AA$
=AB7$C((:)"*!6LLL"
E&F$)"lockheedmartin.com/en-us/capabiliK
ties/sikorsky.html, (203) 386-4000

)#.)$,/%&0"&)",/
#$%&'(')",014 
./)"N8458;36"O3&:3:
<=>)"P$&"Q13B(1
=AB7$C((:)"+6!LL
E&F$)"txtav.com, (316) 517-6000

E$:(%/.&J;"+("/.&0+'&F%$+($3&".&
69>B&0*$.&#+%$.(&F/5#+.G&E$:<
(%/.8&=$''.+Z'&/0.$%8&+FP2"%$3&(*$&
T$$F*F%+1(&+.3&R+0-$%&,%+.3'D&

Cessna’s first business jet, the 
Citation I (Cessna 500), first flew in 
>?A?D&J&3$F+3$&)+($%8&="(+("/.'&0$%$&
(*$&0/%)3Z'&,$'('$))".4&,2'".$''&
Y$('D&[.&(*$&>?\9'8&=$''.+&#"/.$$%$3&
aircraft leasing and fleet sales.
=$''.+&'$))'&'$;$.&5/3$)'8&%+.4<

".4&1%/5&(*$&'5+))<F+,".&="(+("/.&L6&
(/&(*$&'2#$%<5"3'"K$&="(+("/.&O/.<
4"(23$D&M".F$&(*$G&$.($%$3&'$%;"F$&".&
>?C@8&5/%$&(*+.&C8999&="(+("/.'&*+;$&
,$$.&#%/32F$3D&E*$&="(+("/.&]N]^8&
0*"F*&$.3$3&#%/32F("/.&".&69>\8&*$)3&
(*$&3"'(".F("/.&/1&,$".4&(*$&0/%)3Z'&
1+'($'(&F";")"+.&#%/32F("/.&+"%F%+1(D
T$$F*F%+1(&5+.21+F(2%$'&(*$&Q@A&

T/.+.K+&'".4)$<$.4".$&#"'(/.&+"%<
F%+1(8&(*$&#"'(/.&(0".<$.4".$&Q7\&
T+%/.8&+.3&(*$&(0".<$.4".$&_".4&
J"%&5/3$)&6A9&+.3&@A9&(2%,/#%/#'D&
Certification of its Denali single-
$.4".$&(2%,/#%/#&"'&$:#$F($3&".&696@D&
[.&69668&E$:(%/.&,/24*(&`2%/<

#$+.&$)$F(%"F&+"%F%+1(&5+-$%&!"#"'(%$)&
1/%&+&.$0)G&F%$+($3&,2'".$''&2."(&
F+))$3&E$:(%/.&$J;"+("/.8&0*"F*&0"))&
1/F2'&/.&(*$&3$;$)/#5$.(&/1&$)$F<
(%"F&+.3&*G,%"3<#/0$%$3&+"%F%+1(D
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!
s soon as its first owner departs from the 
manufacturer’s delivery center, a new air#
plane technically becomes used (or pre-
owned). For various reasons, however, 10 

years after an aircraft’s final production date is generally 
considered the milestone separating “newer” used busi#
ness aircraft from “older” ones.

In deciding which aircraft to cover, we went well past this 10-

year mark to provide information on certified business airplanes 

and helicopters manufactured since 2000. This means our list 

includes some models built before that year, as long as they 

were still being produced as recently as 2000. As a rule, a long 

production run is indicative of a successful aircraft. 

Visit bjtonline.com/aircraft for an interactive version of these 

listings.

Our thanks to Conklin & de Decker, which provided nearly 

all of the production, specifications, and performance data for 

this directory, as well as most of the cost figures.
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!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
89(7*44*23&:

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
837:;$<%

&=<%=$+
;$<%(
$3+$+

><?(
8=#@*6<4:

A24"7$(
86"(B=:

C$*DE=(
8B=:

F*+=E(
8B=:

G$3D=E
8B=:

!"#$

!"#$%&
HIJ.KL(M4*=$ 9NN50 ,--O P5H5 KQ OR.-- N5. K,5K N-5Q SR.S-
HIJ.KQ 9L,5- KQQL T3(>%2+"6=*23 KQ ORL0. N5. K,5K NL5L SR.S-
HIJ.,- 9LO5- KQLQ T3(>%2+"6=*23 KQ SRL,O N5. K,5K QK5- SR.S-
HIJ.,K 9KKO5- KQQN T3(>%2+"6=*23 KQ LRO0N N5. K,5K KK.5L P5H5
HIJ..-/L-- 9,LO5- ,-K0 T3(>%2+"6=*23 ,O P5H5 N5Q KN5. K0N5L K-R0--
HIJ..-/Q-- 9.SS5O ,-K0 T3(>%2+"6=*23 ,O P5H5 N5Q KN5. KSO5, QRQ--
HIJ.O-UF! 9.L-5- ,-KQ T3(>%2+"6=*23 ,O P5H5 L5- KL50 KSN50 KKRK--
HIJ(VW2VW$3=# 9LK5- ,-,K T3(>%2+"6=*23 KL OR,K- S5Q K-5Q NN5Q ORSO-

$''()(#!*+,-+'.+#/0,!1"!+"/02
!$$6EX$=(0--H 9S5N KQQ- ,--. N .-O 05L 05Q KO5S KR.KL
C<WY$%(0--U> 9N5L ,--0 ,-K- L .-O 05L 05Q KO5O KR.KL
C<WY$%(NO- 9K.5. ,--L ,-KK L OOK O5L S5- ,K5. ,R-LK
C<WY$%(L--U> 9K.5, KQQO ,--O L OOK O5L S5- ,K5. ,RO.Q
C<WY$%(L--U>* 9K.5, ,--O ,--O L OOK O5L S5- ,K5. ,RO.Q
C<WY$%(LO-U> 9K05K ,--S ,--Q L OOK O5L S5- ,K5. ,RSKO
C<WY$%(Q--U> 9KS5K ,--N ,-K, L OOK O5L S5- ,K5. ,RL,O
C<WY$%(0--- 9,,5Q ,--L ,-K, L N0S S5- S5O ,O5- .RKNN
>%$7*$%(T 9O5N ,--K ,--O S ,LO O50 O5O K.5S KR-N,
>%$7*$%(TH 9N5K ,--S ,-K, S ,LO O50 O5O K.5S KR-N,

$/'"03
!!J 9NK50 KQQL ,-,K KQ OR.QS N5- KK5O NQ5, SR,.-
!!J(, 9LL5L ,--K ,-,K KQ SRO,O N5- KK5O QL5O ORN,,
!!J(. 9QS5O ,--S ,-,K KQ NR,Q- N5- KK5O K-N5. ORN,,
!!J(Z<?(L P[H ,-KL T3(>%2+"6=*23 ,O P[H N5K KK5O QL5. SRS0-

!!J(Z<?(Q P[H ,-,- T3(>%2+"6=*23 .- P[H N5K KK5O K-N5, SROKO

#$%&%'(
Cost figures represent the manufacturers’ list prices for current or most-
%$6$3=4#(@%2+"6$+(72+$4&5
#)**+'(+$,*+)-%'(
The typical passenger seating on the aircraft is not the maximum certified 
seats. These numbers may vary for different operations (corporate, com/
7$%6*<4R(MZ\R($=65:5
&).%',/%0+'*%1'*,
I<]*3( ^24"7$( *&( =E$( *3=$%*2%( ^24"7$R( W*=E( E$<+4*3$%( *3( @4<6$R( W*=E2"=(
&$<=&(2%(2=E$%(B"%3*&E*3D&5(I<]*3(W*+=ER(E$*DE=R(<3+(4$3D=E(<%$(]<&$+(23(<(
627@4$=$+(*3=$%*2%5(F*+=E(<3+(E$*DE=(<%$(=E$(7<?*7"7(W*=E*3(=E<=(6<]*3(
space. In “cabin-class” aircraft, the length is measured from the cockpit 

divider to the aft pressure bulkhead (or aft cabin bulkhead, if unpressur/
ized). For small-cabin aircraft, the distance is from the cockpit firewall to 
the aft bulkhead. 
$)'(+
_2%(X$=&(<3+(="%]2@%2@&R("34$&&(2=E$%W*&$(*3+*6<=$+R(*='&(=E$(7<?*7"7(T_`(
%<3D$(W*=E(B2"%(@<&&$3D$%(&$<=&(266"@*$+R("&*3D(=E$(P!HH(T_`(<4=$%3<=$(
fuel reserve calculation for a 200-nautical-mile alternate. For helicopters, 
*='&(=E$(A_`(%<3D$(W*=E(<44(@<&&$3D$%(&$<=&(266"@*$+5
#$1/2&-%1',*-)$-+/3+'/+/
Year of the first delivery to the year of the last serial-number delivery.

P5H5aP2=(H^<*4<]4$
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!"#!$%&'(%
89:44%3;%&!.-- <,=5- ,--. ,-=0 > ?.- @5= A5, ,.5A .B,,-
89:44%3;%&!.C- <,@5A ,-=0 ,-,, > ?.- @5= A5, ,.5A .B.C@
89:44%3;%&!@-0 <,@5> =??@ ,--A =- =B=0@ @5= >5, ,>50 0B-..
89:44%3;%&!@-C <,=5- ,--A ,-=C =- =B=0@ @5= >5, ,>50 0B-@.
89:44%3;%&!@C- <.,50 ,-=C D3!E&2+#6F*23 =- =B=0@ @5= >5, ,>50 0B---
89:44%3;%&!>C- <.,5- ,--@ ,-=, =C =B?@0 @5= >5, 0>50 ,B?0@
89:44%3;%&!.C-- <,@5A ,-,, D3!E&2#6F*23 > G5H5 @5- A5, ,C5, .B0--
)42I:4!C--- <C-50 ,--C ,-=> =. =B>>? @5. >5, 0,5C CB=.A
)42I:4!CC-- <0@5- ,-=? D3!E&2+#6F*23 =,J=A =B>>? @5, >5- 0-5> CB?--!K>!L:MN
)42I:4!@--- <@,5. ,-=, ,-=> =. ,B--, @5. >5, 0>50 @B@--!K>!L:MN
)42I:4!@C-- <C05- ,-=? D3!E&2+#6F*23 =,J=A ,B--, @5, >5- 0-5> @B@--
)42I:4!AC-- <A,5> ,-=? D3!E&2+#6F*23 =0 ,B@.A @5, > C050 ABA--
)42I:4!OML&%'' <0C5C =??? ,--C =. ,B--, @5. >5, 0>50 @B0@-
)42I:4!OML&%''!PQR <C>5C ,--C ,-=, =. ,B--, @5. >5, 0>50 @B.?-
S%:&T%F!.=H <@5C =??= ,--. @ ,>= 050 C5- =,5? =B,C=
S%:&T%F!0- <>5- ,--0 ,--A @ .@? 05? C5= =A5A =B@.=
S%:&T%F!0-PQ <=-5> ,--C ,-=, @ .@? 05? C5= =A5A =B@-=
S%:&T%F!0C <=-5. =??> ,--A > 0=C 05? C5= =?5> =B>>?
S%:&T%F!0CPQ <=.5, ,--. ,-=, > 0=C 05? C5= =?5> =B>0=
S%:&T%F!@- <=,5@ =??. ,--. A 00A C5A C5? =A5A ,B=.0
S%:&T%F!@-PQ <=05A ,--A ,-=. A 00A C5A C5? =A5A ,B=>,
S%:&T%F!A- <==5. ,-=. GUH @ .@? 05? C5= =A5A =B?,-
S%:&T%F!AC!S*I%&F$ <=.5> ,-=. ,-,= > 0=C 05? C5= =?5> =B>??

!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
K<!7*44*23'N

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
K37NV%:&

'F:&F%+
V%:&!

%3+%+
E:M!

KF$L*6:4N
W24#7%!
K6#!XFN

Y%*;9F!
KXFN

Z*+F9!
KXFN

S%3;F9
KXFN

!"#!$%&'(%

#$%&'()*#+*,-
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!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
89(7*44*23&:

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
837:;$<%

&=<%=$+
;$<%(
$3+$+

><?(
8=#@*6<4:

A24"7$(
86"(B=:

C$*DE=(
8B=:

F*+=E(
8B=:

G$3D=E
8B=:

!"##$%&'(")(*+$&%,-%(-+$.
H*=<=*23(!%<I2 9J5, KLLM ,--J M ,L, 05M 05N KO5N KPJK-
H*=<=*23(HQK 905, ,--- ,--O O ,-K 05N 05N KK5- NNM
H*=<=*23(HQKR 9O5, ,--O ,-KK O ,-K 05N 05N KK5- KP-,,
H*=<=*23(HQ, 9O5M ,--- ,--J J ,0N 05N 05N K.5J KP..K
H*=<=*23(HQ,R 9J5O ,--O ,-KO J ,0N 05N 05N K.5J KP0O,
H*=<=*23(HQ. 9M5. ,--0 ,-KO J ,NJ 05N 05N KO5M KPM0N
H*=<=*23(HQ.R 9N5. ,-K0 S3(>%2+"6=*23 J ,NJ 05N 05N KO5M ,P-0-
H*=<=*23(HQ0 9L5, ,-K- S3(,-,K M ,L. 05N 05N KM5. ,P-,,
H*=<=*23(HQ0()$3(, 9K-5MO ,-,K S3(>%2+"6=*23 K-(87<?: ,L. 05N 05N KM5. ,PKJO
H*=<=*23(T362%$ 9N5K ,--- ,--J M .K0 05N 05N KM5. KPJLO
H*=<=*23(T362%$R 9L5, ,--M ,--L M .K0 05N 05N KM5. KPMK,
H*=<=*23(T?6$4 9K-5. KLLN ,--0 M 0,, O5M O5O KN5O KPMNJ
H*=<=*23(G<=*="+$ 9KJ5M ,-KO S3(>%2+"6=*23 L ONM J5- J50 ,K5K ,PMNM
H*=<=*23(G23D*="+$ 9,M5- ,-KL S3(>%2+"6=*23 N UVW J5- J5- ,O5- .P0,,
H*=<=*23(X, 905M ,-K. S3(>%2+"6=*23 J ,-K 05N 05N KK5- KPOO-
H*=<=*23(X"&=<3D 9.5O ,--J ,-KM 0 KJ. 05O 05J L5N N--
H*=<=*23(Y2I$%$*D3 9KM5N ,--0 ,-K. L OMK O5M O5O ,O5. ,PL,-
H*=<=*23(Y2I$%$*D3R 9KM5L ,-K. ,-,K L ONO O5M O5O ,O5. .P-LO
H*=<=*23(ASS 9KK50 KLL, ,--- M 0,, O5M O5O KN50 KPM0,
H*=<=*23(Z 9,.5K KLLJ ,-K, N O.N O5M O5O ,.5L .PK0-
H*=<=*23(ZR 9,.50 ,-K0 ,-KN N OL. O5M O5O ,O5, .P0J-
H*=<=*23(ZGY 9KK5. ,--0 ,--L N 0,, O5M O5O KN5O KPNMK
H*=<=*23(ZGY()$3(, 9KO5O ,-,, S3(>%2+"6=*23 K,(87<?: 0,, O5M O5O KN5O ,PK--
H*=<=*23(ZGYR 9K.5- ,--N ,-,K N 0,, O5M O5O KN5O KPNLJ

!-**/#
Y[O-(A*&*23(), 9,5MO(842<+$+: ,-KJ ,-,K 0 KM- 05K O5K KK5O KP,--
Y[O-(A*&*23(),R( 9,5LN(842<+$+: ,-,K S3(>%2+"6=*23 0 KM- 05K O5K KK5O KP,--

0%##%/1(
[<4623(JZ 90M5- ,-,. S3(>%2+"6=*23 KJ KPN0O N5O J5O 0-5- OPO--
[<4623(MZ 9O.5N ,--M ,-,, K, KPO-J J5, M5M .L5K OPMO0
[<4623(NZ 9OM5O ,-KO S3(>%2+"6=*23 K, KPJLO J5, M5M 0,5M JP0O-
[<4623(O-TZ 9,K50 KLLM ,--M L OJL O5L J5K ,.5O .P.JJ
[<4623(L--! 9,J5, KLNJ ,--- K, KP,M- J5, M5M ..5, 0P---
[<4623(L--H 9.K5J KLLN ,--O K, KP,M- J5, M5M ..5, 0P---
[<4623(L--\Z 9.N5- ,--O ,-K- K, KP,M- J5, M5M ..5, 0P-O-
[<4623(L--TZ(TWY# 90K50 ,--. ,-K- K, KP,M- J5, M5M ..5, 0PJ.-
[<4623(L--GZ 90.5N ,-K- S3(>%2+"6=*23 K, KP,M- J5, M5M ..5, 0PMO-
[<4623(,--- 9,05J KLLO ,--M K- KP-,N J5, M5M .K5, .P,K.
[<4623(,---\Z 9,L5O ,--N ,-K- K- KP-,N J5, M5M .K5, .P.MN
[<4623(,---TZ(TWY# 9.-5, ,--0 ,--L K- KP-,N J5, M5M .K5, .PNMN
[<4623(,---GZ 9.,5L ,--M ,-K. N KP-,N J5, M5M .K5, 0P-ML
[<4623(,---GZY 9.05K ,-K. S3(>%2+"6=*23 N KP-,N J5, M5M .K5, 0P-0J
[<4623(,---Y 9,N5L ,-K. S3(>%2+"6=*23 K- KP-,N J5, M5M .K5, .PO.L

"!1-2#"&%"*+#2%!"
T64*@&$(O-- U5W5 ,--J ,--N . K-L 05, 05M M5J OM0
T64*@&$(OO- 9,5L ,-K. S3(>%2+"6=*23 . K-L 05, 05M M5J KPK,O
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!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
89!7*44*23':

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
837:;%<&

'=<&=%+
;%<&!

%3+%+
><?!

8=$@*6<4:
A24#7%!
86#!B=:

C%*DE=!
8B=:

F*+=E!
8B=:

G%3D=E
8B=:

!"#$%!$
G%D<6$!0H- 9IJ5J ,-IH ,-,- K K-H J5- J5L ,05- ,ML00
G%D<6$!H-- 9,-5- ,-I0 ,-,- L K-H J5- J5L ,K5H .M-NH
G%D<6$!J-- 9,J5- ,--, ,-IH I. IMJHJ J5- J5N 0N5L .M0,N
G%D<6$!JH- 9.I5J ,-I- ,-IK I. IMJHJ J5- J5N 0N5L .MNIN
G%D<6$!JH-O 9,H5N ,-IK ,-IN I. IMJHJ J5- J5N 0N5L .MNIN
G*3%<D%!I--- 9H.5- ,--N ,-I. IN .MNI0 J5J L5L L05. 0MHH0
G*3%<D%!I---O 9H.5- ,-I. ,-,- IN .MNI0 J5J L5L L05. 0MJ--
>E%327!I-- 905I ,--L ,-I. H ,I, 05N H5I II5- IM-0H
>E%327!I--O 905. ,-I. ,-IK H ,I, 05N H5I II5- IMIKL
>E%327!I--OA 905. ,-IJ P3!>&2+#6=*23 H ,I, 05N H5I II5- IMIKL
>E%327!.-- 9N5-! ,--N ,-IK K .,0 05N H5I IK5, IMNK0
>E%327!.--O 9N5H! ,-IK P3!>&2+#6=*23 K .,0 05N H5I IK5, IMLII
>&<%=2&!H-- 9IJ5N ,-IL P3!>&2+#6=*23 K K-H J J5N ,0 .M.0-
>&<%=2&!J-- 9,-5N ,-IL P3!>&2+#6=*23 L K-H J J5N ,K5J 0M-IL

&'()*+$!%"
)PA/Q> 9.,5L INN, ,--, I. IMJHL J5, K5. 0H5I 0MI.J
)A 90.5I INNH ,--, I. IMLI, J5, K5. H-5I JMH--
)I-- 9I,5I ,--I ,--J K .-0 H5J 05L IK5I ,MKN-
)IH- 9IH5K ,--J ,-IJ K H,I H5L H5L IK5K .M-IL
),-- 9,.5. INNN ,-II L LJN J5. K5, ,05H .M.N0
),L- 9,05H ,-I, P3!>&2+#6=*23 L LLL J5. K5, .,5. .M0--
).-- 9,H5H ,--. ,--0 I. IMJHL J5, K5. 0H5I .MKK0
).H- 9.J5- ,--H ,-I, I0 IMJHL J5, K5. 0H5I .ML0J
)0-- 9.,5H ,--. ,--0 I. IMJHL J5, K5. 0H5I 0MI.J
)0H- 90.5, ,--H ,-IJ I0 IMJHL J5, K5. 0H5I 0M.J.
)H--!8R4+!S2+%4: 9H-5H ,--. ,-I, IL IMLI, J5, K5. H-5I HMNI-
)H-- 90.5H ,-IL P3!>&2+#6=*23 I. IMKIH J5. K5N 0I5H HM,--
)HH- 9JI5H ,--. ,-,I IL IMLI, J5, K5. H-5I JML,-
)J-- 9HK5N ,-IN P3!>&2+#6=*23 IN IMLL0 J5, K5H 0H5, JMH--!8L!@<?:
)JH- 9J05H ,-I, 832T!<44!)JH-OU: IL ,M0,I J50 L5H H.5J KM---
)JH-OU 9JJ5H ,-I0 P3!>&2+#6=*23 IL ,M0,I J50 L5H H.5J KMH--
)K-- 9KH5- ,-,. P3!>&2+#6=*23 IN ,MJ-. J5. L5, HK5- KMH--

,-./%0%1$2$%)+
CV/0,-!C23+<W%= 905H ,-I, ,-IL H X5V5 05L H5- I,5I IM,,.
CV/0,-!C23+<W%=!O4*=% 9H5. ,-IL ,-,I H X5V5 05L H5- I,5I IM0.K
CV/0,-!C23+<W%=!O4*=%!Q 9H50 ,-,I ,-,, H X5V5 05L H5- IK5L 0,,
C23+<W%=!O4*=%!PP 9KM- ,-,. P3!>&2+#6=*23 H X5V5 05L H5- IK5L IMH0K

31(%+'*
>Y/,0 9I-5I ,-IK P3!>&2+#6=*23 L H-I H5I H5J ,. ,M---

*4#!$5!+
QW.- 9K5. ,--J ,-I- H ,I- 05. 05K I,5H IMLKJ



!"#$%&'()"*+$(,-,./,-,0(1(!"#234*3$5627(!"((

!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
89(7*44*23&:

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
837:;$<%

&=<%=$+
;$<%(

$3+$+
><?(

8=#@*6<4:
A24"7$(
86"(B=:

C$*DE=(
8B=:

F*+=E(
8B=:

G$3D=E
8B=:

!""#$#%&'()*("+(%,-)&./&(/,-0
H*3D(I*%(,J- 9K5. ,-LL ,-,- K .-. 05M 05J LK5N LO-JL
H*3D(I*%(,K- PQI ,-,L R3(>%2+"6=*23 S .-. 05N 05J LK5M LON,-
H*3D(I*%(.J- 9K50 LSS- ,--S M .00 05M 05J LS5, LOJ.J
H*3D(I*%(.J-TU 9N5M ,--M ,--S M .00 05M 05J LS5, LOMNM
H*3D(I*%(.J-* 9N50 ,-L- ,-,- M .00 05M 05J LS5, LOJ.J
H*3D(I*%(.J-*TU 9M50 ,-L- ,-,- M .00 05M 05J LS5J ,O,.M
H*3D(I*%(.K- P5I5 ,-,- R3(>%2+"6=*23 LL .00 05N 05J LS5J LOM-K
H*3D(I*%(.K-TU P5I5 ,-,- R3(>%2+"6=*23 LJ .00 05N 05J LS5J ,OKS,
H*3D(I*%(!,-- 9J5. LSML ,--M K .-. 05M 05J LK5N LOLK0
H*3D(I*%(!,--)V 9J5S ,--M ,-L. K .-. 05M 05J LK5N LOLK0
H*3D(I*%(WS-! 9,5M LSS, ,--J J ,LM 05M 05J L,50 M,M
H*3D(I*%(WS-)V 9.5- ,--K ,--N J ,LM 05M 05J L,50 MKS
H*3D(I*%(WS-)V* 9.50 ,--M ,-L- J ,LM 05M 05J L,50 MKS
H*3D(I*%(WS-)V? 9.5M ,-L- ,-,- J ,LM 05M 05J L,50 LO-KL

#"11-&)*("+(%,-)&./&(/,-0
,-M(W<%<X<3 9,5- LSMJ R3(>%2+"6=*23 S ,NL 05J J5. L,5M M.L
,-M!()%<3+(W<%<X<3 9,5, LSS- ,-L. S .J, 05J J5. LK50 NMK
,-M!()%<3+(W<%<X<3(TY 9,5K ,-L. R3(>%2+"6=*23 S .J, 05J J5. LK5M N.M

2&$"%
V!Z(N--W, 9,5N ,--. ,--K J L0. 05L 05- L-5- LO-,0
V!Z(MJ- 9.50 ,--M ,-L. J L0. 05L 05- L-5- LOLNL
V!Z(S-- 9.5S ,-L0 ,-LJ J L0. 05L 05- L-5- LON.-
V!Z(SL- 9.5S ,-LN R3(>%2+"6=*23 J L0. 05L 05- L-5- LON.-

!"#$%&#%&'

!""#$#%&'()*("+(%,-)&./&(/,-0!""#$#%&'()*("+(%,-)&./&(/,-0
H*3D(I*%(,J-

!"#$%&#%&'

#$%&'()*+(
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!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
89!7*44*23':

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
837:;%<&

'=<&=%+
;%<&!
%3+%+

><?!
8=$@*6<4:

A24#7%!
86#!B=:

C%*DE=!
8B=:

F*+=E!
8B=:

G%3D=E
8B=:

!"#$%&'!"#$%#&'((
H"I!J.- 9.5J ,-KL ,-KJ M K0. 05K 05- K-5- KNO.-
H"I!J0- 905K ,-KJ ,-,, M K0. 05K 05- K-5- KNO.-
H"I!JL- 905M ,-,, P3!>&2+#6=*23 M K,. 05- 05- K.5. KNO.-
Q2+*<R!K--!S%&*%'!PP 9,5, ,--T ,-,K M ,0T 05M 05T KM5M KNK.,
Q2+*<R!K--!S%&*%'!PPP U5V5 ,-,K P3!>&2+#6=*23 M U5V5 05O 05M KM5J KNO,-
Q2+*<R!J-- 9.5M ,-,, P3!>&2+#6=*23 T .-J 05T 05M KT5J KNK,J

$)*%"&"+%,%"-*
W?=&<!M-- 9K5O ,--, ,-KM M 05K 05L K.5L KNMTT

.+"//+0
VX<3=*!WX2 9O50 ,-KM P3!>&2+#6=*23 L .J. M5T L5K KO5M KN0K-
VX<3=*!>KT- 9L50 KJJ- ,--M L .J. M5T L5K K05J KN.--
VX<3=*!>KT-!PP 9O5, ,-K0 ,-KM L .J. M5T L5K KO5M KN0K-

.+1"*23
>Y/K, 9.50 KJJM ,--T O .ML 05T M5- KL5J KNL-0
>Y/K,!U) 905J ,--T ,-KJ O .ML 05T M5- KL5J KNL.T
>Y/K,!U)Z 9M50 ,-KJ P3!>&2+#6=*23 O .ML 05T M5- KL5J KNT-.

.+.$%
IM-- 9,5, ,-KM P3!>&2+#6=*23 M KL0 .5J 05, K,5. KN---
IL-- 9,5J ,-KL P3!>&2+#6=*23 M KLM .5J 05, K,5. KNTK,
I%&*+*<3!>V!0LH> 9,5, ,--K ,-KM M K-L .5J 05, K,5. KN---

4+5+6/&"+%
[CY/L/0--!H\*3!]==%& 9M5J ,-K- P3!>&2+#6=*23 KJ MTK 05J M5. KT5M 0TM

"+%723&#$1+,0.*$%3
VS..,GK!S#@%&!>#7< 9,K5O KJTL ,-KK K, 0OJ M5K M5J ,,5. 0-L
VS..,G,!S#@%&!>#7< 9K05T KJJ. ,--O J 0OJ M5K M5J ,M5T .J,
VS.M-", 9,50 KJJ- ,-K0 0 LK 05. M50 L5L .K,
VS.M-".!8,": 9K5J KJJO ,--T 0 LK 05. M50 L5L .--
VS.M-".!8,"K: 9,5K ,--T ,-KK 0 LK 05. M50 L5L .--
VS.MMU!H\*3S=<& 9,5M KJJ. ,--L . K-L 05. M50 L5L .,-
VS.MMU>!H\*3S=<& 9.5J ,--O ,-K0 0 LK 05. M50 L5L .KM
VS.LMU,![<#@E*3 9L5O KJJ- ,--K L KTL 05L L5. O5, 0,-
VS.LMU.![<#@E*3 9T5L KJJT ,-K- L KTL 05L L5M O5, .M0
VS.LMU.^![<#@E*3 9K-5M ,-KK P3!>&2+#6=*23 L KTL 05L L5M O5, .0K
"QKKOYK 905K KJJ, ,--. T K0O 05, 05J L5O ,,K
WYK.-"0 9,50 ,--- ,-K, M LM 05, L5K O5, ,T-
WYK.M>K 9.50 KJJO ,--0 M K-- 05, 05O M5J ,M0

!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
89!7*44*23':

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
837:;%<&

'=<&=%+
;%<&!
%3+%+

><?!
8=$@*6<4:

A24#7%!
86#!B=:

C%*DE=!
8B=:

F*+=E!
8B=:

G%3D=E
8B=:

!"#"!$!%&#

!"#$%&'!"#$%&'!"#$%#&'(((
H"I!J.-
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!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
89(7*44*23&:

!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%
837:;$<%

&=<%=$+
;$<%(
$3+$+

><?(
8=#@*6<4:

A24"7$(
86"(B=:

C$*DE=(
8B=:

F*+=E(
8B=:

G$3D=E
8B=:

!"#$%&'()*"+,-.)#&'/!"#$%#&'(0
HIJ.K>, 905K ,--0 ,--L K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,K0
HIJ.K>,O 905M ,--L ,-JJ K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,K0
HIJ.K>,$ 9K5, ,-JJ ,-J0 K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,MP
HIJ.KQJ 9.5K JNNM ,--0 K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,L,
HIJ.KQ, 9.5M ,--0 ,--L K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,L,
HIJ.KQ,O 905M ,--L ,-JJ K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,K0
HIJ.KQ,$ 9K5, ,-JJ ,-J0 K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,KL
HIJ0K 9P5M ,--J R3(>%2+"6=*23 P J0. 05, K5L M50 ,M0
CJ,-( 9,5- JNNM R3(>%2+"6=*23 0 K0 05J 050 M5K ,0-
CJ,K 9,5N ,-JJ R3(>%2+"6=*23 0 LJ 05. K50 L5L .--
CJ.- 9.5. ,-J, R3(>%2+"6=*23 K LK 05, L5J M5, ,LP
CJ.K(8>.: 9K5K ,-J0 R3(>%2+"6=*23 K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,MP
CJ.K(8Q.: 9K5M ,-J0 R3(>%2+"6=*23 K J-- 05, 05M K5N ,KL
CJ0K 9N5M ,-J. R3(>%2+"6=*23 P J0. 05, K5L M50 ,L-
CJKK( 9J.5P ,--. R3(>%2+"6=*23 L ,,K 050 L5M P50 .M.
CJL- 9J.5K ,-,J R3(>%2+"6=*23 J,(87<?: ,KM5P S5T5 S5T5 S5T5 0MK
CJMK( 9JL5P ,-J, R3(>%2+"6=*23 J- 0.0 05L L5P J,5K .N-
C,JKIJ 9JP50 ,-JL R3(>%2+"6=*23 J, S5T5 K5J K5N JN5L 0-L
C,JKGJ 9JP50 ,-JL( R3(>%2+"6=*23 J, 0MN K5J K5N ,,5. 0-L
C,,K 9,M5N ,--K R3(>%2+"6=*23 J, KNK 05P K5N ,K5P .K0
$)**'/.)1.#,2'!3"!.",20
,-L!. 9J50 JNMM ,-J- . K0 05, .5N .5. ,M-
,-LG0 9,5L JNN. ,-JM K M. 05, .5N K5- ,K.
0-M 9.5J JNNL ,-JJ K P0 05, 05P K5- ,N.
0-M)U 9.5- ,-J. ,-JM K P0 05, 05P K5- ..M

#$%%&'()
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!"#$%&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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!"'()$*#'+ ,-.#+
/-+0%

837:;%<&
'=<&=%+

;%<&!
%3+%+

><?!
8=$@*6<4:

A24#7%!
86#!B=:

C%*DE=!
8B=:

F*+=E!
8B=:

G%3D=E
8B=:

!"##$%&"'&()*$+,-+&-)*.$%!"#$%#&'(.
0-H)I* JKL ,-MN O3!>&2+#6=*23 P N0 05, 05N P5- ..H
0-H)I> 9.5P ,-M. ,-MN P N0 05, 05N P5- ..H
0M,Q> 9MM5, MRR0 O3!>&2+#6=*23 S ,-N 050 N5- N5S ..H
0M,Q>* 9MM5- ,-M. O3!>&2+#6=*23 S ,-N 050 N5- N5S .M,
0,H 905. MRRR ,-M- P M-, 05, 05S P5N .,P
0,R 9S50 ,--R O3!>&2+#6=*23 P M.- 05M P5- R5N ,HS
0.- 9N5- MRRS ,--N P MPN 05N 05N N5. ,HS
P-P!T%=!U<3D%&!I 9M5P ,-MS O3!>&2+#6=*23 0 SM 050 05N H5, ,0,

"*/&()0
,N-VI 9-50N! MRNP O3!>&2+#6=*23 M 0- .5R 050 05M ,M0
0N- 9-50S! MRR0 ,--- . ., 05- P5H P5- MPP
0N-" 9M5,! ,--M O3!>&2+#6=*23 . ., 05- P5P P5- MSP
V/,NV 9-50H! MRNM O3!>&2+#6=*23 M 0- .5R 050 05M ,M0

#")*+(1)
LFM-M 9,N5- MRR0 O3!>&2+#6=*23 M- RH- S5, N5, ,M5. 0SS
LFM-R!)&<3+ 9S50! ,--P ,-M- P MHN 05, P5. H5H .S-
LFM-R!)&<3+J%W 9P5P! ,-M- O3!>&2+#6=*23 P MHN 05, P5. H5H .PH
LFM-R!X, 9.5N! MRR. ,--. P M,P 05. 05H P50 HP
LFM-R!>2W%& 905N! MRRH ,-M0 P M,P 05, P5. S5R ,S-
LFM-R!Y&%ZZ%& 9P5- ,-M0 O3!>&2+#6=*23 P MHN 05, P5. H5H .PH
LFMMR!X% 9.5S! ,--H ,-M. P M,M 05, P5. S5R .N-
LFMMR!X2<4< 9.5- ,--- ,--S P M,M 05, P5. P5N .N-
LFMMR!X? 9.5.! ,-M. O3!>&2+#6=*23 P M,M 05, P5. S5R .N-
LFM.R 9MM5-! ,--0 O3!>&2+#6=*23 N ,N, 05H H5, N5R 0S-
LFM.R!Q3E<36%+ 9MM5- ,-MS O3!>&2+#6=*23 N ,N, 05H H5, N5R 0S-
LFMSR 9N5- ,-M0 O3!>&2+#6=*23 S ,,. 05. S5H H5M .SS
LFMNR 9MP5.! ,-MP O3!>&2+#6=*23 N .RS 05H N MM50M S--

01$2"#-3)4&"(/
[\P--Q 9M5R MRN. O3!>&2+#6=*23 . PM 050 05P .5P MH0
[\P--QU 9M5R! MRN. O3!>&2+#6=*23 . PM 050 05P .5P MH0
[\P,-J 9,5S! MRR, J5L5 . PM 050 05P .5P M.N
[\P.-V 9,5P! MRN0 O3!>&2+#6=*23 . PM 050 05P .5P ,-S
[\S--J 9,5R! MRRH J5L5 P R, 050 05P S5- ,.P
[\R-,!Q?@42&%& 9H5,! MRRN J5L5 0 MM. 05M 05N S5. ,-P

()!-*/)*
U,,!"%=<!OO 9-5.-! MRRH O3!>&2+#6=*23 M JKL 05- .5S 05. MSM
U00!]<+%= 9-5.0 ,-MS O3!>&2+#6=*23 M 0S 05M .5N P5H ,-0
U00!U<^%3!O 9-50,! ,--. O3!>&2+#6=*23 . 0S 05M .5N P5H ,-0
U00!U<^%3!OO 9-5P.! ,--. O3!>&2+#6=*23 . 0S 05M .5N P5H ,PM
USS!Y#&_*3% 9M5- ,-M- O3!>&2+#6=*23 . P- 05. 05P S5H ,S-

/-5)(/56
`/HS]a 9N5P! MRRS ,--P S ,-P 05P S5. N5N ..P
`/HS]aa 9MM5S! ,--S ,-M. S ,-P 05P S5. N5N ..P
`/HS\ 9MP5-! ,-M. J5L5 S ,-P 05P S5. N5N .,R
`/R, 9,H5-! ,--, J5L5 M- SNP S5- S50 MR5, 0.R
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THE WORLDí S ONLY ACCREDITED DEALERS AND CERTIFIED BROKERS.

RELAX. YOUí RE IN THE 
HANDS OF EXPERTS.

IADA. THE INTERNATIONAL 
AIRCRAFT DEALERS 

ASSOCIATION.

https://aircraftexchange.com/


It may seem like just a flight, but it is far more than that. 
Each journey is the culmination of careful planning, 
flawless execution, and an unbridled passion to provide 
the best in world-class customer service. It is in each 
friendly handshake with the industry’s best pilots and 
it is in the calm that takes over as you settle into your  
seat aboard a perfectly appointed aircraft, all Owned 
and Operated by NICHOLAS AIR. 
From the personalized attention to our commitment to 
providing the highest quality aircraft to the Most Refined 
Set of Private Flyers, the NICHOLAS AIR team is solely 
focused on one mission--- yours.

Choose from one of our flexible and cost effective Jet 
Card programs and leave the rest to us.

WATCH

NicholasAir.com • 866.935.7771 
               #NicholasAir

All aircraft are Owned and Operated by NICHOLAS AIR. NICHOLAS AIR and 
INNOVATIVE PRIVATE AIR TRAVEL are registered trademarks ®2023  

NICHOLAS AIR. All rights reserved.

https://qrco.de/bbxBga



